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PREFACE

Egyptian Literature lias of late years attracted

particular attention. All that has come down to us of

the Language and Literature of ancient Egypt is con-

tained in the Coptic, Sahidic, and Bashmuric Dialects;

and in the Enchorial, Hieratic, and Hieroglyphic Inscrip-

tions, and Manuscripts.

Without attempting to trace the origin of the Egyp-

tian Language, we may just remark that the learned

Rossius in his “Etymologise iEgyptiacse,” has shown the

affinity of a number of Coptic and Sahidic words to the

Oriental Languages; which affinity to a certain extent,

it must he admitted, does exist.*)

*) In Rawlinson’s Herodotus are the following observations. “The

Egyptian Language might, from its grammar, appear to claim a Semitic

origin, but it is not really one of that family, like the Arabic, Hebrew,
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Nor need we be surprised at this, when we con-

sider the intercourse of the Jews, Syrians, Persians,

Chaldeans, and Arabians with the Egyptians: hut whe-

ther these words were originally Egyptian, or whether

they were adopted from other languages, it is impossible

for us to determine. M. Klaproth, a Gentleman well

acquainted with Asiatic Languages, has also pointed out

the resemblance of a considerable number of Egyptian

and others; nor is it one of the Sanscrit family, though it shows a

primitive affinity to the Sanscrit in certain points; and this has been

accounted for by the Egyptians being an offset from the early “undi-

vided Asiatic stock ;” — a conclusion consistent with the fact of their

language being “ much less developed than the Semitic and Sanscrit,

and yet admitting the principle of those inflictions and radical forma-

tions which we find developed, sometimes in one, sometimes in the other,

of those great families. ” Besides certain affinities with the Sanscrit,

it has others with the Celtic, and the languages of Africa; and Dr.

Ch. Meyer thinks that Celtic “in all its non-Semitic features most

strikingly corresponds with the old Egyptian.” It is also the opinion

of M. Miiller that the Egyptian bears an affinity both to the Arian and

Semitic dialects
,
from its having been an offset of the original Asiatic

tongue, which was their common parent before this was broken up into

the Turanian, Arian and Semitic.

In its grammatical construction
,
Egyptian lias the greatest re-

semblance to the Semitic; and if it has less of this character than the

Hebrew, and other purely Semitic dialects, this is explained by the

latter having been developed after the separation of the original tongue

into the Arian and Semitic, and by the Egyptian having retained a

portion of both elements. There is, however, a possibility that the

Egyptian may have been a compound language, formed from two or

more after the first migration of the race, and foreign elements may

have been then added to it, as in the case of some other languages.

Rawlinson’s Herodotus vol. II. p. 279.
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words to some of the dialects of the north of Asia, and

the north of Europe: this discovery appears to have

raised a doubt in his mind of the African origin of the

Egyptians. The fact is, the remains we possess of the

Egyptian Language, when separated from the Greek,

with whicli it is in some measure mixed up, have no near

resemblance to any one of the ancient or modern lan-

guages.*

The importance of the Ancient Egyptian Language to

the Antiquary
,
will at once appear, when we consider that

the knowledge of it is necessary before the inscriptions

on the Monuments of Egypt can be properly understood,

and the Enchorial and Hieratic Manuscripts can be fully

deciphered.

Nor is it of less importance to the Biblical Stu-

dent. The Egyptian Versions are supposed to have been

made about the second century;** and if they were not

* Dr. Murray says, “The Coptic is an original tongue, for it de-

rives all its indeclinable words and particles from radicals pertaining

to itself. Its verbs are derived from its own resources. There is no

mixture of any foreign language in its composition, except Greek."

Bruce's Travels, vol. II. p. 173.

** Zosimus
,
as quoted by Fabricius' says, that the old Testament

was translated into Egyptian, when the Septuagint Translation was

made. “Biblia tunc non in Graecam tantum, sed etiam Aegyptiis in

vernaculam linguam fuisse translata.” p. 196.

The Talmudists say, “It is lawful for the Copts to read the Law

in Coptic.” Tychseusius. See also Buxtor/’s Talmudic Lex. p. 1571.

Also. “It is permitted to write the Law in Egyptian.” Babijl. Talmud,
H<*
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the first, they certainly were among the most early

Translations of the Scriptures into the Languages of the

East: and perhaps the Egyptian New Testament is of

equal or even of greater authority than any of the an-

cient Versions. The Coptic or Memphitic, and the Sa-

hidic or Thebaic, are distinct versions. The Translations

of the old Testament, as will be readily supposed, were

made from the Septuagint, and not from the Hebrew

Scriptures. These versions will he found of great use

in assisting to determine the reading of many passages

of the Septuagint, and in fixing the meaning of many

expressions. We may also observe that the quotation

from Jeremy the Prophet, Matthew XXVII, 9. is found

in fragments of Jeremiah in these versions: it is differ-

ent from the parallel passage in Zachariah XI, 12, 13.

and agrees with the quotation in St. Matthew. The Sahidic

New Testament contains many important readings, and

merits the closest attention of the Scholar and Divine.

The terms Coptic and Sahidic were adopted in

the first edition of the grammar, instead of Memphitic

and Thebaic, lest confusion should be created; as the

Seder Med. Srha!, f. 1 1 5. These expressions seem to imply the exis-

tence of the Law in Coptic,

For the arguments in support of the Translation of the New Tes-

tament into Egyptian in the second century, see Wilkinson's Introduction

to the Coptic New Testament
,
and The Introduction to the Sahidic Frag-

ments.
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former terms are used in those Egyptian Publications

which have issued from the Oxford University Press.

The defects and mistakes of the former edition the

Author trusts have been corrected in this, and he has

endeavoured to render this edition worthy of the con-

fidence and patronage of the Students of Egyptian Li-

terature.

Stanford Rivers Rectory.

Pag, 1862 .





Observations
on the

Hieroglyphic and Enchorial Alphabets,

with a few remarks relative to their use.

The glory of Egypt has long since passed away,

hut enough of its learning remains in the Sculptured

Monuments of Ancient Egypt, and in existing Papyri

to excite the most intense interest. These stores had

long engaged the attention of the Learned who had in

vain endeavoured to decipher them till our indefatigable

and learned countryman Dr. Young, and a little later

in point of time M. Champollion, turned their energies

to the subject with considerable success. And since their

day the subject has not been permitted to slumber, for

other learned men have entered the field, and put be-

fore the world all that these monuments have preserved,

which had been hid from the researches of the wise for

so many ages.
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In the year 1814 Dr. Young commenced a labor-

ious examination of the triple Inscription on the Ro-

setta Stone. This stone, which is much mutilated, was

discovered by the French at Rosetta, and was shortly

afterwards brought to this country. The Inscription is

written in Greek, in Hieroglyphic, and in the Enchorial

(ey/jnoia) * or native character. Dr. Young entered upon

the investigation after the Baron De Sacy and Mr. Aker-

blad had given up the attempt. By writing the
.
Greek

above the Enchorial, which reads from right to left, and

comparing one part with another, Dr. Young succeeded

in deciphering it, being aided by the words King, Coun-

try, and, &c. which had been discovered. Dr. Young next

turned his attention to the Hieroglyphic Inscription,

which was much mutilated: this he also deciphered by

the aid of the two other Inscriptions. Having satis-

factorily ascertained the name of Ptolemy, which was

enclosed in a ring or oval, he justly conceived that the

characters composing the name might be used otherwise

than symbolically; he therefore proceeded to apply these

characters Phonetically
,
or Alphabetically, as well as those

contained in the name of Berenice
,
which he had ascer-

tained, which was found with that of Ptolemy at Karnak:

and by the aid of these characters he succeeded in de-

* This word is used in the Rosetta inscription and elsewhere.
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ciphering other groups. Mr. Banks, who had received

a communication from Dr. Young while he was in Egypt,

discovered the names of Ptolemy and Cleopatra on a

Temple and Obelisk at Philm, which corresponded with

the Greek dedicatory Inscriptions found upon the build-

ings, thus confirming Dr. Young’s discoveries.

The letters in these names being thus ascertained

and established, the system was taken up and extended

by M. Champollion, and afterwards by Mr. Salt, our

then consul general in Egypt. Since then, many emi-

nent individuals, too numerous to name, have success-

fully pursued this branch of the Literature of Ancient

Egypt, and the world is in possession of their labours.

From the researches of Dr. Young, M. Champollion,

and others, the accompanying Alphabets are constructed.

The names of Kings, and of other distinguished in-

dividuals, are generally enclosed in ovals.

The characters are sometimes read from right to

left, and at others from left to right, or from the top

downwards; nor is the order in placing the characters

always strictly observed, for in many instances it could

not conveniently be done. We however state as a rule

that the characters are always read from the side to-

wards which the animals look.

The gender of nouns is expressed by Articles as

in Coptic
;
the Hieroglyph 2 orD corresponding with
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tt or tj), masculine singular, and with t, e or ^ sing,

fem. in Coptic, as in the names of Cleopatra, Arsinoe,

and Berenice. The character has the power of

tj in the Rosetta Inscription. If we may he allowed to

reason from analogy I should be induced to say that the

plural is formed by — or ¥ agreeing with m
Coptic, or by these characters doubled

;
as ZCSZ, — or

Jf, nfn, or ni, Coptic. The plural is also formed by

ill, and the dual by II, in the Rosetta Inscription. I am

also inclined to think that the genitive is formed by

and the Prefixes, Pronouns, Ac. by the grouping of se-

,
VWSA

veral of the Phonetic characters: as nk, or nak,

Nq, or HAq; nc, or nac Ac.

The Alphabetic or Phonetic,* was one of the

* Clemens Alexandrians
,
who flourished about the second century

is supposed to mention with correctness the kinds of writing used by

the Egyptians. His words are these:

Avtiym. oi nu(i Aiyvnzioig nuaSevofievot, ttqcotov fiev nuv-

t(ov tcdv Atyvnrtcov ynufuiuTMv f.teO'oSov ex/uuv&uvovai, rtjr em-

OToXoyQU(pixi]v xulovfievtjv Sevregccv Se, Tijv ieouTtxyv, ij /qcov-

tui oi ieooyQOC/u/uccTeig • votutiiv Se xcu zeXevTUtuv Tijv ieQO-

yXvfprxrjv, ijg ij fiev tori Sin tcgv tiqcotojv oror/tiwv xvotoXo-

ytxiy ij Se avufio'Ltxt] • ryg Se (Tvn{johx.i]g ij /tier xvQioXoyencu

xutu [utjrjoiv ij S' (banco zgonixcog youfpezui, ij fie uinixovg

uXhjyooenui xutu zivc/.g cuviy/uovg • i/Xiov yovv ygcapai (jov'/.o-

fiei'Ot xvxlov noiovai aehjvyv He ayjjjiu /itjvoetSeg, xutu to

xvQtoXoyovfxevov e/Sog • zgonexcog Se xut oixeiOTijTu fiezuyovTeg

xui /ietutiO evTeg, tu S' e^uXXuTTOVTcg, tu Se noiJ.uycog (leTU.ayjj-

jiUTtgoi’Teg yuguTzovaiv. Strom. 1. 4. c. 4.

„Jam vero qui docenturab Aegyptiis, primumquideiu discunt Aegy-
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modes of Hieroglyphic writing; but besides this the

Egyptians had another called Symbolic, which is sub-

divided into various kinds. One kind of Symbolic writ-

ing was by direct imitation, or pictorial representations

of the things intended to be expressed; as a bullock or

a ram was represented by a figure of the animal; and a

bow and arrow by a graphic imitation of them. Another

kind of Symbolic writing was the Tropical or Figurative;

that is by metaphors and similitudes. The third kind of

Symbolic writing was called Enigmatical. For instance,

ptiarum litterarum viam ac rationem quae vocaturEpistolographica: se-

cundo autem hieraticam, qua utuntur Hierogrammates : ultimam autem

Hieroglyphicam: cujus una quidem species est per prima elementa,

Cyriologica dicta: altera vero Symbolica. Symbolicae autem una qui-

dem proprie loquitur per imitationem : alia vero scribitur velut Tropice

:

alia vero fere significat per quaedam Aenigmata. Qui solem itaque

volunt scribere, faciunt circulum: lunam autem flguram lunae, cor-

nuum formam prae se ferentem, convenienter ei formae quae proprie

loquitur. Tropice autem per convenientiam traducentes et transferentes,

et alia quidem immutantes, alia vero multis figuris imprimunt.“

Porphyry has communicated much the same information on the

subject.

Ev Atyvnrcp /u rotq ieoevai ovvrjv 6 ITvO'ccyopaq, xcu ttjv

(jocfiav e^epaOe, xcu tijv Aiyvnriav cpcovrjv ynappuTMv de TQioGC'.q

Siucpopceq, eiUGroJ.oy^acpixcov re xcu iegoylvcptxcovxcaavfi^oXixcov

tcov [iev xoivoXoyov[levcov xcitu pupcjaiv, tcov tie u/.h]yooovpevcov

xctTCi rivuq aivty/uovq.

De Vit. Pythag. CII, 12.

„In Aegypto cum sacerdotibus vixit Pythagoras, et sapientiam

didicit, ac linguam Aegyptiorum : literarum autem tria genera, Episto-

lographicas, Hieroglyphicas, et Symbolicas, quarum illae (Hierogly-

phicae) quidem res exponunt imitatione. Hae (Symbolicae) vero sub

Aenigmatis quibusdam latenter ostendunt.“
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to express the sun they formed a circle, and for the

moon they traced the figure of a crescent.

At what period Hieroglyphic writing was first used

in Egypt it is impossible to say; but the inscriptions

on the monuments carry us back to a very ancient date.

The name of Tirhakah king of Ethiopia, (2. Kings XIX, 9.)

who flourished about 700 years before Christ, was dis-

covered by Mr. Salt at Medinet Haboo, and at Birkel

in Ethiopia in Phonetic Characters. M. Champollion

also found at Karnak the name of Shishak king of Egypt,

(1. Kings XIY, 25, 26.) Phonetically written, who lived

about 970 years before Christ, “He is represented as

dragging the chiefs of thirty conquered Nations to the

feet of the Theban Trinity.” Among these he found

written in letters at full length, Joudaha Melek, “The king

of the Jews.” This may be considered as a commentary

on the above named chapter. We may probably conclude

in the words of the Poet:

„Nondum flumineas Memphis contexere biblos

Noverat: et saxis tantum volucresque feraequo

Sculptaque servabant magicas animalia linguas.”

Lucau. Pliars. lib. III. 221.

The Hieratic or Sacerdotal characters are im-

mediately derived from the Hieroglyphic, which will at

once appear evident on comparing them. “These cha-

racters appear to have been intended for simple imita-
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tions of the Hieroglyphics: and from these the Encho-

rial or Fopnlar characters seem to have been derived.”

“The manuscripts, which belong to the time of

Psammetichus
,

appear to be decidedly Hieratic, and to

follow closely the traces of the distinct characters, while

those of Darius approach in some degree to the Encho-

rial form, which probably came into common use as the

“epistolographic” character, while the Hieratic was so called

as being more employed by the Priests for the purposes

of their religion.”

I am indebted to the kindness of C. W. Goodwin

Esqr. for the Hieroglyphic and Enchorial Alphabets, and

for the following observations on those Alphabets.

“The Hieroglyphic writing comprises between GO

and 70 signs which are alphabetic, that is, which re-

present simple vowel and consonantial sounds. There

are also nearly 200 more which are syllabic, that is they

represent combinations of simple sounds. Some of these

latter signs are appropriated to particular words, others

are in common use, and .occur in the spelling of words

of all kinds.

As an example of the Alphabetic signs we may take

^ the owl, which represents the letter m. It often how-

ever stands alone, like m in Coptic, in which case we

must suppose that a vowel sound a or c was either pre-

fixed or postfixed in pronunciation. An example of the
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syllabic signs is -[}- which represents the combination

am. Signs of this kind are often com ined with one or

more of the alphabetic signs. Tims for the simple -Q-

we have sometimes -Q- jf^, sometimes 'flit both of which

combinations are sounded simply am. Many characters

which are really syllabic were inserted in the earlier

lists which were formed, as alphabetic. It is probable

that all the Hieroglyphic characters were originally syl-

labic, and that those which subsequently became pure

consonants, had at first a complementary vowel.

The Hieroglyphic list includes only those characters

which are purely alphabetic. Those which are found in

late inscriptions are marked with an asterisk. * A few

of which the sound may be considered still open to doubt

are marked with a query T —
“The Hieratic writing was formed from the Hiero-

glyphic, by a gradual modification of the original forms,

many of which became so altered as to be capable of

identification only by comparison of identical texts written

in both kinds of characters, of which the Rituals furnish

abundant examples. Many varieties of Hieratic exist, just

as there are many kinds of handwriting amongst our-

selves, all reducible to the old square Roman character.

About GOO B. C. the Demotic or Enchorial was

ormed
,
being only an abbreviated or degenerated form of

the Hieratic, trough which its letters may be traced
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up to the original Hieroglyphics. — The Demotic or En-

chorial writing comprises, like the Hieroglyphic and Hie-

ratic, a limited number of purely alphabetical characters,

and also a good many syllabic ones. The list here given

is taken from the Demotic Grammar of Dr. Brugsch, and

comprises only those characters which may be considered

as purely alphabetic. The reading is from right to left.”
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left to right.

\



CHAP. I.

The Coptic, or Egyptian Alphabet.

Egypt. Alphabet. Names of Letters. English sounds. Numb.

A A aA(|)A alpha a 1

e B BHTA beta b 2

r r TAMMA gamma 9 3

A A asAta delta d 4

e e St ei e short 5

£ z;
2;hta zeta z 7

H gWTA beta e long 8

0 0 0HTA theta th 9

l l 10)TA iota i 10

K K KAnnA kappa k 20

A A Aayaa lauda l 30

M M Mt mi m 40

N N Nl n i n 50

£ Z Zl xi X 60

0 0 oy ou o short 70

n tt m Pi P 80
1
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Egypt. Alphabet. Names of Letters. English sounds. Numb.

F p po ro V 100

C c CIMA sima S 200

T T TAy tan t 300

T T ex hu u 400

4> 4> t]n phi />/' 500

X X XI chi ch GOO

'1/ 4> 4" psi />* 700

(JD u> coy ou o long 800

0) (PFI shei sh 900

q q C|F1 fei f 90

b b bpi * khei kit

'?
e gopi liori h

X XAMXIA gangia w
6 (HMA shima sh

t + TFl dei (i

It will be seen from the foregoing Alphabet that

the Egyptians adopted the Greek Letters with the addition

of seven other characters. Anciently the Hieroglyphic,

Hieratic, and Demotic characters were only used in Egypt:

but when Christianity prevailed in that country those

characters were discontinued, and the Alphabet here given

was generally, if not altogether adopted in their stead.

It may he here observed that the five following letters,

viz. r, A, 7? - and i|/ were not used by the Egyptians

in their own language, but only in words adopted from

the Greek.
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CHAP. II.

The pronunciation of the Letters.

The following is the pronunciation of the letters

which now prevails among the Copts of Egypt.

A. is pronounced as a in man with us, and is often used in

Bash, instead of e, o and u>: as an£ for oub, nabf for

NOBF, ANF£ for FNF£, and pFqbATFB for pFC|bo)TFB.

b. is sounded as b in BAByi\a>N, and as v in bKToap,

io)Ban. It is also used instead of q and (}>, as Bt

for qt, and u)BHp for ojcJiHpj'and it sometimes inter-

changes with n, as AnA for abba.

r. never occurs in Egyptian words
,

except when it is

used instead of other Letters, or is found in Greek

words. It is used instead of k and x, as ahT for

ANK, NT for NK, TO) NT for TOON K, MAAre for MAAXF
;

and in Greek words as anatkh.

a. was never used by the ancient Egyptians, and occurs

only in foreign words, in which it is sometimes sub-

stituted for t, as aazic for tazic, GFAApon for

©FATpON.

f. is pronounced as e in Greek. It is used in Sahidic

at the end of words instead of i in Coptic. It is

also used instead of a in Bashmuric, as gFfT for

£ATT. It is sometimes written instead of h.

£. is only used in words of foreign origin. It is some-

times written for c, as 7u>nt for coont. It is also

written for t, as TooriA^iON for toottation.

l*
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h. is sounded like the Greek letter i], as mhhotf: it

was formerly pronounced with a sharp breathing, as

gurEMCON, TjyefMov. It is sometimes used for f and

1, as gHBC for £FBC, THMl for T1MI.

e. This letter is pronounced as th in gaaafoc. It is

also pronounced as a. e is used instead of T£ for

expedition in writing. In Sahidic and Bashmuric t

is used instead of e, as ftbf for fgbf. e is some-

times used in Sahidic for (f, as FGAyu) for Flfootn.

i. answers to i in Greek, or ec in English. It often

changes with fi, as tpF, FipF: ttinf, fifinf.

k. is sounded as x in «G reek. It is used in Sahidic in-

stead of x, as kamf for xamf; upoyp for xpoyp.

In Sahidic it is often exchanged for r, as tcunt for

TO)NK.

A. in Bashmuric answers to p in Coptic, as Aamiii for

poMm; Ainu for pini.

m. is pronounced as m in English.

n. also answers to n in English.

r. this letter is seldom found in Egyptian words, but

principally occurs in words derived from other langua-

ges. It is sometimes used instead of kc, as eoyz

for Goync: zoyp for Kcoyp.

o. is pronounced as » in Poboam. It is often ‘exchan-

ged for oo long, as (|ujopx: for c|)opx.

n. is sounded as !> by the modern Egyptians, n is used

in Sahidic for (]) in ('optic, as ttau) Sail, for c|>Aa)

Coptic. It is sometimes used for b, as AtTA for

ABBA.
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p. is pronounced as r in ApAM. It is changed in Basli-

muric for A, as Afn for pAN Coptic.

c. is enunciated as s in CcpcuM.

t. is pronounced as a; and it is occasionally used for

a, as T’anilA for AanifA.

y. is sounded like u. It occurs in words of Greek ori-

gin instead of i, Hand fi; as KyBCOTOC, for yaflwzog
;

cyMFNiN, for aij/uaivtov, and AyNA for d'eiva.

(|). is pronounced as f; and in the beginning of words

as b

;

as (})Ai bai. In Sahidic and Bashmuric n is

always used instead of 4>.

X. has the sound of x, or % of the Greeks. It is ex-

changed with tp, and g, as Fupip for MFXip; and

Xoin gain. In Sahidic k is used instead of x.

v}/. is pronounced as p.s in Greek. It is rarely used in

Coptic, but sometimes it is found for nc in the ex-

pedition of writing, as \|/it for licit; vJ/oAcfA for

tlcoAcfA.

0). is sounded like to of the Greeks. It is frequently

exchanged with o; and in Sahidic oo is often used

for a)
;
and a in Bashmuric instead of a), as aik for

0)lK.

ay possesses the same power as tr in Hebrew. It is

changed with c, x, x, d, and sometimes with £.

q. is pronounced as f

;

and it is changed with b, and

sometimes with (|), as THpij) for THpq.

G. This letter answers to the n of the Hebrews. Wil-

kinson says it has the sound of kb. It changes with

X and K£, as XFp, bFp; and bu>K£, Gcob. It never
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occurs iii Sahidic, g being always used in its

stead.

g. is pronounced as h or n, and is used for the sharp

breathing of the Greeks, as gonAoN on'kov, gycomoc
I

vooomog.

x. Sir Gardner Wilkinson says: “This letter is pronoun-

ced hard as g in go, and not as dj” It appears to

answer to the Arabic It changes with r, X, (p,

and (T; as MApxApiTHC, yaQyayurjq, rpNFtjiaip for

XFNP(jia>p, xpaiM for xpooM, cpoyuyr for xoya)T.

and <5bg, xog.

6. This letter is pronounced as s or sh by the present

Copts; as ttcooni. epsoshni

;

TTFNtfoic, pensuais. It

is exchanged with c and u), as 6o)Ng for coiHg, and

jpooA for bboA. But it is chiefly exchanged with x

in Sahidic and Bashmuric, as biN for xtn. It occurs

in some words of Greek origin instead of /.

'j-. The Copts of the present day pronounce this double

letter as di ; but there are some words in which we

should evidently pronounce it as ti, as BAirfcMA,

ttAa^a etc. In Sahidic it is exchanged for tf, as

cpor-rh Sail. cpoMTP.

The following are examples of pronunciation as

given by Sir G. Wilkinson while in Egypt, pgbp, pro-

nounced as atwa ; coitpm, sodam ; bon, shim

;

xom. gom;

Ni<p+, nishdee

;

nANOyf, banoode

;

moyooiNi. becoouynee

;

fboAGpn, dwelkhan; P0Bhtcj. almutf; Tnp. edbc

;

mfomhi,

melmai
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chap. nr.

Of Points and Abbreviations.

1. When the line in Coptic (') or the horizontal line

in Sail. (- )
occurs over consonants, it generally expresses

the vowel f, as m or Fi, fm: n or ft, fn. The vowel is

sometimes written, and at other times it is expressed by

the line above the consonant, as FMKAg or mka£, af-

fliction: Salt. mFT for mfn, mm for nfm, (pFino for o)FMMo.

It appears from some words derived from the Greek,

that the line (') has been used in Coptic to express the

vowels a. F and o: as fi aocjdo, IvaOioO ; Noyqi. ovovyr,

and zfctim for ih'oTtjv.

It is equally evident from the Sahidic, that the line

(-) is used for a, f and o; as ank for anok. /; fttk

for FTTOK , thou: oyFTTq for OyONTAq. he hath; U)FlTF

for q)OMTF. three f.
;
mFi for NFM and; gFT for gFN.

3. When the line (') occurs above a vowel in words

derived from the Greek, we find it expresses the soft or

hard breathing of the Greeks; as HCAy. 'Hoav
;

dieanna.

o')0awa
; Abia, 'Jfiia: or it denotes that the letter should

he pronounced separately, and agrees with the diaeresis

of the Greeks, as Cto'ixoc, ^toixoq.

4. The line (') is put over a letter in some words

to distinguish them from others; as ttfnf^, ever, from

FfFNFg. thy oil f.

5. A line above m Fi, or n ft, distinguishes it from

m or n radical, and from n, the definite article plural
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before the infix
;

(see def. art. plur.) as Ncooy is glory:

but Ntnoy, without the point above the n. is to them.

6. Two points in Sahidic (•) are sometimes put

over the letter t. as a contraction of fi. as oyorn for

oyoFiN, light; ttxoic for ttxofic, Lord.

7. Two points are also put over the i. when joined

with another vowel in Sahidic, in the prefixes and suf-

fixes to verbs, and in nouns and pronouns, thus: TAxpoi,

ppoi, NAl, gTHl, FgpAl, TTAl, TAt, NAl, MFl, NOt, HI &C.

8. The further use of the line (') and of the points

(••) will be pointed out as we proceed; but it may be

here observed, that hardly two Manuscripts of the same

work, agree in the lines above the letters; and we are

still ignorant of a portion of them.

The Circumflex.

9. The circumflex (*’) is found in Sahidic Manu-

scripts over the vowels a, f. h, i, 6 and cl; and also

over the fi and oy; as oyA, one

;

na, mercy

;

rmoyF,

the heavens; nh, they; u)TFKO, a prison; (Too, to remain

;

oyFi, one; oy, what? In some cases the circumflex ap-

pears to be used instead of doubling the vowels, as a,

(jo, for a A and ohd. The circumflex is not always found

in Sahidic Manuscripts.

The Apostrophe.

10. The apostrophe (’) is generally found over the

last letter of a word in Sahidic, but not always. Its use

does not appear to be very apparent. I will not there-

fore add to the conjectures which have been put forth
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concerning it. It is found thus: nopoiA
;

ma’, NoyB’,

Aayfia', u)Aat’, C£1mf’, fifxi’, book’, souk’, f^fkihA’,

OpipFOJHM’, NMHAN’, pHHAO', gAT 5

,
0)BHp’, COOTHpb

noNnpoc’, £An\ Ftrrqoyoou/, FiMoq’.

11. It sometimes occurs in the middle of a word,

as COA’cA, p’gCOB, tyTp’Tcop, TTFKKA2*

The Abbreviations.

12. Some words in Coptic and Sahidic are abbrevi-

ated in the following manner, with a line or lines above

the words.

AAA, AAyiA,

F0, Fey, FQOyAB,

u>8> FpOC,

ec, ey, 0FOC, 0FOy,

otAhm, T^lFpoyCAAHH,

ThA, icpAnA,

Thc, iHcoyc,

tAhm, iFpoycAAnM,

Toe, IHcoyc MA^ApFOC COOTHp,

icA, ICpAH A,

1 (JO A, ICON, 100ANNHC,

KF, KC, KH, KyptF, Kypioc, Kypioti,

kA, kf(|)aAfom,

FlFl, MHApTyptA.

£COX Hcoy,

MFTXpC, MFTXpHCTOC,

ON, as MyCTHplO,
V
0) oy, as oo£,
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"aP>

fTNA,

TTnF,

oyo, oyog,

napePNoc,

TTNFyM A.

TTNOyTF,

Cp, C(Dp, CCJDTHp.

f T,

yy, u)Hpp,

(p+, (pNoyi.

xp, XpoNOC.

(pNoyf,

rfb CTAypoc,

iff, HApTypOC,

I, npoc,

XC, xpc, XpiCTOC, crc, (Tofic. (Toic.

0
13. Coptic Manuscripts generally begin with cyN

e on

*Jul, p_wj, in the name of God: or with cyN icxypoc,

in the name of the powerful God.

14. The stops used in Manuscripts, are one or two

points, as xf ACjMoy. oyog &c. Mark XV, 44.

or as fAcoi: fAom: fAfha cabaxqani: Mark XV, 24.

Part II. Etymology.

The Articles.

1. The Egyptian Language has the definite and in-

definite articles, and also the possessive.

The Definite Article.

Coptic.

Fern. Sing.

t. e.

Masc. Sing.

TTl. TT. (p.

FI ur. Com.

Nl. NFN.
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tti. np. n.

S a li i d i c.

TF. T.

B a s li in u r i c.

TF. T. NI. NF. N.

2. The Coptic uses the article ni ancl n promiscu-

ously, either before double consonants or vowels, as ni-

KAgi and n-KAgi; m-m and n-m*, m-oypo andrr-oypo:

i-CHH and t-cmh. The Coptic has m and + also be-

fore vowels, even before i. as TTtiAg, 'froyAFA. But in

the plural ni is generally used, but sometimes nfn, ex-

cept before ft who, and the prefix, as we shall here-

after show. The articles (}) and e, are used instead of

n and t. before the letters b, i, m, n, oy, p, as (}>baA,

c|)M(oit, (JioyAi, 0BAK1, GHHCi, 0NO"yNi: but we some-

times find these words written ftibaA, ttimout, nioyAi,

't'BAKl, +MHCI, i"NOyNl.

3. The Sahidic has np and tf singular, and nf

plural before nouns, beginning with two consonants, as

tmafio, xpo, smo, (iAootf, npco &c. The Articles

n and t singular, and n plural, are used not only be-

fore vowels, or before one consonant, as before oyooup

end, NOyTF, and ha; but even before consonants, when

marked with the line or vowel above, as pnF, tbbo,

MNTpp etc. But either np, tf. nf are used before g,

as TFgm, NFgiooyp; or ng is contracted into (]i, and

Tg into 0
,
as (|)wy, from ngwy. (Jiatt, from ngAn: (}ihkf

from TTgt-iKF: (fiooy from TTgooy: and 0F froniTgF. 0H from

tgw, 0 imf from TgiMF, 0AIBFC from TgAiBFC, 0BC(o from
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TgBCO), eAAoo from TgAAoi Sometimes is found with-

out the contraction, as tt^ht

.

ngip. The vowel f is

admitted before oy, and toy is contracted into py, as

npyopio) for npoyoFiuy TFyo)H for TFoycyw, and TFy-

Noy for Tt’oyNoy. Often n is prefixed to vowels, as

Racfbhc. FT is changed into h, before the letters h
and n, as Fimafim the signs; Finny F, the heavens; FTFT

sometimes occurs, as FiFKfAod, the beds The ft plur. is

very rarely changed into b, A, p, before the same letters,

as BBppF, for FtBppp, plur. new ; AAaoc for FtAaoc, the

peoples; ppooMF for FipcoMF. the men. The Sahidic very

rarely has the Coptic articles m. d" and ni. but they are

sometimes met with; and occasionally tfi and nfi arc

used instead of the articles.

The Indefinite Articles.

4. The indefinite article has no distinction of gender.

C o p t i c.

Sing*. Plur.

oy. 2AM.

S a h i (1 i c.

oy. £FH. gM.

B a s li m u r i c.

oy. 2 AM. gFN. 2N

5. Thus the indefinite article is used, as oycAxi.

a word; £ AMCAXi . words
;

oyBAKl . a city; gANBAKi,

cities. When oy the indefinite article precedes the pre-

position f, as boy, it is contracted into Fy, as FycpAqF
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to a desert for poyo)AqF. The Saliidic uses gpti and

gFf in the plural, and the Bashmuric the Coptic and Sa-

liidic plurals.

The Possessive Articles.

Coptic.

Sing, in Sing. r. Phir. com.

(])A. 0A. NA.

S a h i d i c.

nA. TA. NA.

These articles point out persons or things which

to any one, as niAMAgi (j)A 4>+ FFF, the /tower

is of God. Ps. LXr, 11. 0A him TP TAi giKCDN, of whom

is this image. Mark XII, 16. na TKoyi mcTic, of little

faith. Luke XII, 28. nA npqicoT. of his father. Luke

IX, 26. When used with the name of a person, (j)A

signifies the son of, as (j)A hAi. the son of Eli. Luke

III, 23.

CHAP. IV.

Of Nouns.

1 An Egyptian noun generally takes an article be-

fore it, or other particle, as oypcoMi, a man

;

gANMoyMi,
lions; nipAN, the name; nKThtti, the clouds; but when the

article is prefixed to the adjective or the substantive, the

other takes the prefix n, as oyMityf Ngop Copt. oyNod
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NgOTF, Sail, a great fear. Act. V, 2. oyKAgi nu)FMMO,

a strange land, Copt. TO)Opn FntoAh. the fust command-

ment. Sail. oyNitp'i' fiNFgm TTF({)Ai, this is a great lamen-

tation. Copt. The n is also prefixed to the noun substan-

tive or adjective after the verbs 01
,
and cpconF. as Fqoi

NoyooiMt, it is light ; A Kamount NBOH0OC, thou hast been

a helper.

2. Adjectives sometimes take the articles, as mmuyb
great

,
m.; i'Nioyj', great, f.

;
but when they are united

with the particles ft, Fq, fc and Ey, they do not take

the article. Adjectives are also distinguished by their

prefixes and suffixes.

Of the Gender of Nouns-

3. Every noun of the three Dialects is either of the

masculine or feminine gender, and is known by the mas-

culine or feminine article being prefixed, or by the prefix

or suffix, or it is known by its agreeing with the verb,

or some other word in the sentence which has the sign

of the gender; as 'fBAKi, the city

,

f.
;

niFXCJopg, the

night, m.; Fqoo), much, in.; FCOcp. much, f.
;
FGNANFq.

Copt. NANoyq. good, m.; Sail, fgnanfc Copt. NANoyc,

Sah. good
,

f. The Plural has no distinction of gender,

nor is there any neuter in the language, but instead of

it the feminine is used. Nouns composed with the par-

ticle met Copt, or mnt Sail, are all feminine. Those

composed with (Jin, Sah. are also feminine, but those

compounded with xtN, Coptic, are for the most part

masculine.
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4. There are some masculine nouns which become

feminine by adding t to them in the Coptic and Basli-

muric, and F in the Sahidic; as book, a servant, m.
;
BOiKt,

a servant, f. Copt, con, a brother

;

co)Nl, a sister
,
Copt.

0)OH, a father in law. 0)0)Ml, Copt. a)U)MF, Sail, a mother

in law. opjiwp, a friend
,
m. cpcjmpi, a friend, f. Copt,

U)BFFp, a friend, m. tpBFFpF, a friend, f. Sail. bAMAyA,

a camel, m. bAMAyAp, a camel, f. Sail. giHB, a lamb, m.

glHBi, a lamb, f. Copt, £1F1B, a lamb, m. gipiBF, a lamb,

f. Sahidic.

5. Others form the feminine by changing the last

short vowel of the masculine into a long one, as bfAAf,

blind, in. bfAAh, Copt. bAAh, Sail, blind, f. noyi, a lion
,

in. MOyH, a lioness, Copt, oypo, a king
, oypu), a queen,

Copt, ppo, a king, ppco, a queen
,

Sail. bpAAo. an old

man. bpAAco. an old woman, Copt. gAAo, an old man. gAAo),

an old woman

,

Sail. cyFiMO, a stranger
,
m. a)HM(0, a stranger,

f. Sail. CABF. wise. m. CABii. wise, f. Copt. b>AF, the end,

m. k>AH, the end
,

f. Copt,

6. Likewise by changing the vowel of the penulti-

mate syllable of the masculine, as cyvipi, a son. o)Fpi, a

daughter
,
Copt. cpupF. a son. o)FFpF, a daughter. Sail.

Of the Number of Nouns.

7. The number of nouns is two, the singular and

the plural. These can only be distinguished from each

other in general, by the singular or plural article being

prefixed, as:
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oyxWM, a book; TTIXCDM, the book: gANX(DM, books;

NlXCDM, the books; oyNOBF, a si//; FTNOyBF, the sin;

gFNNOBF, sins; NFNOBF, the sins

,

Sail.

When nouns occur, without the article being pre-

fixed. the singular or plural can only be known by its

connection with other words of the sentence

8. Some adjectives take the prefixes pq, masc. fc,

fem. and Fy plur, as FqFMncyA, worthy, m. fcfmtto)A.

worthy
, fem. FqoKM. sad, m. Salt. FyoKNi, sad, plur. Sail.

The adjectives which have the suffixes q and c singular,

have the plural in oy, which variously is contracted with

the preceding vowel, as TTF0NANFq. yood. nFGNANFy,

yood, plur. neeNAAq ,
great. TTFONAAy, yreat, plur. NAcycoq,

much. NAojcooy, notch, plur.

9. There are a considerable number of Nouns in

each dialect, which form their plural differently, which

Ave shall here endeavour to class according to their ter-

mination.

10. Coptic Plurals which end in i. abcdk, a crow.

ABCJOKl, crows. A(j)(D(|), a yianl. A(j)(J0(|)i, yianls. ma, a place.

MAt, places, huot a breast. MHof. breasts. pA MAO,

rich. pAMAOi, rich, plur. u)(J)Fp, a companion. opjippi, com-

panions. bpAAo, old. bpAAoi, old, plur.

11. Coptic Plurals which end in y and their sing,

in f 6aAf, lame. (TAApy. lame, plur. bfAAf, blind. BpAApy,

blind, plur. 0FO)F, neighbour. 0FO)py. a neighbours. MF0pF,

a witness. MF0pFy, witnesses. pFMgF . free. pFMgFy, free,

plur. CABF, pendent. CABFy, prudent, plur. bAF, last,

bAFy. last
,
plur. XANF, humble. XANFy. humble, plur.
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12. Coptic Plurals which end in oy, and their sing,

in v and o; but which change them into Hoy and (noy in

the plural, fbo, mute. FBoioy, mute, plur. i?£F, ati ox.

FgHOy and Fgoioy. oxen. lApo. a river. lApcooy, rivers.

oypo, a king: oypcooy. kings. pAMAO, rich. pAMAoooy.

rich, plur. po. u door, pouoy, doors. .CAtF, fair. CAicnoy,

/air, pi. o)fmmo, a stronger. cyFMMODOy. strangers. o)HF, a

net. cyMHoy. nets. U)TFKO, a prison. ajTFKCOoy. prisons.

a)XF, a locust, tyxuoy. locusts. To these may he added

ATTH, head. Bash. ATTHOy, heads.

13. Coptic Plurals which end in oyi, and their

singulars ending with a consonant, or with eo.

Aq, flesh. A(joyi. flesh, plur. axoj, magician. AXcooyi,

magicians. FT(|)(i), a harden. FT(|)0)0yi. burdens, ppqxU),

a singer. pEqxcooyi, singers, corn, a doctrine. CBOioyt,

doctrines. C(])ip, a side. c(|)ipa)oyt, sides.

14. Of Coptic Plurals which end in oyi, and their

singulars in f, fi

,

vt or oy, which are changed into

Hoyi or oioyi in the plural: as

A(j)F, a head. AcJiHOyi, heads. AAoy. a bog. AAoooyt,

bogs. bfXF, wages. BFXHOyi, wages
,
plur. FpHH, a tear.

EpMoooyi, tears. FpcJiFi, a temple. Fp(})uoyi temples, oyrioy,

an hour. oyNCJOOyi, hours. TFBMH . a labouring beast.

TFBNCDOyt, beasts. (j)F, heaven. (|)>ioyi, heavens. bpF, food.

bpHoyi, food, plur.

15. Sahidic Plurals which end in f.

ABOJK, a crow, aboikf. crows. Aooy, an ornament.

AooyF, ornaments.

3
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16. Sahidic Plurals which end in py, and Hy, and

their singulars in p. as

bAAf, blind. BAApy. blind, pi. prudent. cabffy,

prudent, plur. (pA(|F. a desert. u^AqFFy ,
deserts, xixf,

an enemy. A'lXFFy, enemies, ^mf, a village. ^MFFy. vil-

lages. gAF, last. gAFFy and gAFyp, last, plur.

17. Sahidic Plur. which change the f sing, into wy pi.

AMpF; a baker. AMpny, bakers. FgF, an ox. F£Hy. oxen.

0}MF, a net. u)Nny, nets.

18. Sahidic Plurals which end in pyF, HyF, and

HOyF, and their singulars in f, as

AT7F. a head. ATTHyF. heads. TTF. heaven. miyF, heavens.

gAF, last. gAFFyp, last, plur. gpp, f°°d- gpHyF. and

gpwoyp, food

,

plur. 6aAf, lame. (VaAefyf, lame
,
plur. The

short f is changed into h when the plurals ends in Hyp.

19. Sahidic Plurals which end in oy, and their

singulars in o, which are changed into oooy, as

iFpo, a river. lEpotoy, rivers. Kpo, the shore, upcnoy.

shores. FiNTppo, a kingdom. MNTppiOOy, kingdoms, po.

a door, pcooy, doors, ppo, a king, ppcooy. kings. The

following is formed not quite regularly: F£F, an ox.

F^ooy, oxen.

20. Sahidic Plurals which end in oyp.

Fico, an ass. FimoyF, asses. FMpo), a harbour. FNipo-

oyr\ harbours, fco. an ass. FOOyF, asses. 1<F, another.

Kooyp, others. oyNoy, an hour. oyNOoyF, hours. oyqjH,

night. oyqiOOyF, nights. piMF, pMFlH, weeping. pFlFlOOyF,

pHFlOyF, tears. poMTTF, a year. pFinooyF, years, CBO),

a doctrine. CBOOyF, doctrines. CTTip, a side. CTTipooyF,
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sides, tbnh, a beast. TBNOoyp, beasts, plur. giH, a yea//.

giooyp, ways, gpp, food, gppoyp, food, plur.

21. Coptic and Sahidic Plurals of a more irregular

character.

C o p t i c.

Sing-.

Ago, a treasure.

ABOT, a mouth.

AN A up an oath.

but, a palmmood.

BOOK, a servant.

F0OU), an Ethiopian.

FMKAg, grief

poo, an ass.

pep oo, a pig.

FtpooT, a merchant.

Ht, a house.

IOM, the sea.

IOOT, a father.

MFNpiT, beloved.

MFcpooT. a plain.

moo it, a mag.

oypiT, a keeper.

pFMHT. a tenth.

CAb, a scribe.

cobt, a mall.

CONI, a robber.

CON, a brother.

CgiMt, a 'woman.

riur.

Agoop, treasures.

ABHT, months.

AN Ay<p, oaths.

BAi, palmmoods.

PBIAK, servants.

F eAyep
,
Ethiopians.

FMKAyg, griefs.

ppy, asses.

t-(pAy, pigs.

pepof, merchants.

woy, houses.

AMAlOy, seas.

lof, fathers.

MPNpAt? beloved.

MF(pot ?
plains.

MiToooyi, ways.

oypAt? keepers.

pPMAt? tenths.

cboyi, scribes.

CFB0Aioy, walls.

ciNOOOyi, robbers.

CNHOy, brothers.

giOMi, women.

3 *
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o)om, a father i/i law.

O)B0)T, a rod.

gBO), a viper.

260, a horse.

2AAht, a bird.

goyiT, the first.

gooB, a work.

XAMoyA, a camel.

XOl, a ship.

(TaAon, a foot.

(fC, a Lord.

Sing.

Ago, a treasure.

Bip, a basket.

FBOT, a mouth.

Fl(l)T, a father.

oypiT, a keeper .

CON, a brother.

CglMF, a woman.

oygop, a dog.

2AAht, a bird.

gBU). a viper.

gTO. a horse.

g (JOB, a work.

\*oi, a ship.

XOFIC. Lord.

a)M(i)oy, fathers in law.

tyBoi", rods.

gBOyi, vipers.

geo)p, horses.

gAAA'f, birds.

goyA'h first, plur.

gBHOyt, works.

NAHAyAl, camels.

FXHOy, ships.

(TaAayx. feet.

(TicFy, Lords.

S a h i (1 i c.

Plur.

AgO)top, treasures.

BpwoyF, baskets.

EBATF, months.

FlOTF, fathers.

oypATF, keepers.

CNHy, brothers.

gio MF, women.

oygoop, dogs.

gAAAATF, birds.

gBoyt. vipers.

2T«)p, gT0)0)p. horses.

gBHy, gBnyF, works.

FXHy, ships.

NEiCOoyF, Lords.
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0 f Cases of No uns.

22. Strictly speaking

have no cases of nouns,

tain particles which precede,

or by prepositions, as,

Coptic.

Nom. nxf-

Gen. rtf, h, n.

I) at. F, FI, R.

A'CC. F, FI, R

Yoc. d), m.

Abl. f, fi, r, or a preposition.

the three Dialects of Egypt

But these are indicated by cer-

or are prefixed to the nouns,

Sabi die and Bashmuric.

Rdl

RTF, Fl, R.

F, FI, R.

F, FI, R.

0), TTF

F. Fi, R, or a preposition.

23. It will he seen that what are called cases in

Greek and Latin are here denoted by particles which

precede the noun, as in the nominative and genitive, or

by particles prefixed.

The Nominative Case.

24. The sign of the nominative case is rxf in Cop-

tic, and R(fi in Sahidic and Bashmuric, as AqFpoyd)

RXF Thc, ITFXAC| RCDOy, Jesus answered (and) said to them
,

Luke VI, 3. ACl AF RXF FlApiA i>IArAAAlRH, Bat Mary

Magdalen came. John XX, 18. AfjFi Rdi ioiANRHC, John

came. Mat. Ill, 1. Sail, totf ACjFi R<5i TC fboA^r,

TFaAiAaia
,

than Jesus came out of Galilee. Mat. Ill,

13. Sail.
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The Genitive Case.

25. The genitive case is indicated by ntf preceding

the noun, as oyBAKi ntf TCAMApiA, a city of Samaria.

John IV, 4. (|)oya)im ntf TTFKgo. the tight of thy face.

Ps. XLIV, 3. oya^AXF ntf tmf, the /cord of truth
,

Sail.

2. Cor. VI, 7. Sail. But the prefix m or n. is frequently

used as the sign of the genitive case
,

especially in the

Sahidic, as (J)pAH MrfAiuiT, the name of my father.

John V, 44. oycAXi nfmi, the morel of knowledge. 1. Cor.

XII, 8. TujFFpF rTClCON, the daughter of Sion. Mat. XXI, 5.

Sah. TTO)HpF HAAyFiA. the son of David: Mat. XXI, 9.

Sail. TTopipF HtrpcoMF. the son of man. Luke XXII, 48.

Sail. t(Tom RnnoyTF, the power of God. Luke XXII, G9.

Sah. The prefix m is used principally before b, h and

(j). and always before n, but seldom before A and p.

The Dative Case.

2G. The dative case takes the prefix m or n, and

sometimes f, as Aq+TOTC] htticA, he hath given help

(his hand) to Israel. TTFXACj iiCiMCOM. he said to Simon.

Aqi FtTHl FlMApiA, he came to the house of Mary. Frf- q)U)M

FiTTppo, to give tribute to the king
,
Luke XXIII, 2. Sah.

f- NFigHKF, to give to the poor, Luke XIX, 8. Sah. mfkxco

hmoc FoyoM nim, sayest thou it to all? Luke XII, 41.

Sail. When f is prefixed to the indefinite article oy,

the Foy are frequently contracted into py, as fctntoin

FYBAbiAf t4u)Atm. it is like to a grain of mustard seed.

Luke XIII, 19. Sah.
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The Accusative Case.27.

The signs of the accusative case are h, n or

F, as ANXiMi MTTiMANCOONg, we found (he prison, Acts

V, 21. ACjpoobT NgANXcnpt, he hath cast down the strong,

Luke I, 52. aAAa FpFTFNFfTt NOyXOM, hut ye shall re-

ceive power. Acts I, 8. ANNAy FTTOT, we have seen the

Lord. John XX, 25. a Mcnycwc xfct nngoq. Moses

lifted up the serpent. John 1, 14. Sail. riAi ftf poyOFtN

FpooMF NIM, which enlightcneth every man. John 1, 9. Sail.

But the F is most frequently used as the sign of the

accusative.

The Vocative Case.

28. The sign of the vocative case is do preceding

the noun, as do gfckJuAf, o Theophilus. Acts 1, 1., hut

it does not often occur. The definite article is used as

the sign of the vocative, as (jipFq'fcBU) NArAGOc. Copt.

TTCAg FAFAGOC, o yood Master! Sail. Mat. XIX, 16.

TTAtpifiHp, 0 my friend! Copt. TTFtpBFFp, 0 friend! Sail.

Mat. XX, 13. Fyxoo mmoc xf ttxofic ha nan rrtynpF

NAAyFtA. saying
, 0 Lord thou son of David, have mercy

on us, Sail. Mat, XX, 30. Tcpppi nckdn, Copt. TtyFFpF

NCKJON, 0 daughter of Sion! John XII, 15. Sail.

The Ablative Case.

29. This case sometimes takes the prefix h, n or

F, as fnobf NiM, from all sin. Sail. FnNoyTF, from Cod
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n mmokmfk. from (he thoughts. Sail. But the ablative

is generally represented by some preposition.

The Baslnnuric takes the same particles as the Sa-

hidic to all the cases, except the Ablative.

CHAP. V.

Of Adjectives.

1. There are some adjectives, the number and gen-

der of which are known by the suffixes, or the articles,

as rrimuyt', great, m. great, f. and FGNANFq,

good, m. fgnanfc, good, f. NAAq or FGNAAq, great.
,
m.

Sail, naac, great
,

f. Sail, fgnAAy, great, plur. Sail.

F, ft, or fg united to verbs forms adjectives, as

oyAC to be clean, holy. FGOyAB. clean, holy.

nau)F or fmau)F, Sab. much. NAtpcoq or FNAtyoiq.

Sab. much, m. mau)0)C or fnao)0)C, Sail, much, f. nao)-

cooy or FNAcpcooy, Sail, much
,

plur.

nanf and HANoy, FNANoy, Sab. good. NANFq,

NAMoyq, FNANoyq, Sab. good, m. nanfc, and NANoyc,

FNANoyc, Sail, good
,

f. fgnAMFy, ftn AMoyoy, Sail.

good
,

plur.

NAFIAT or NAiAT, Sail, blessed. N Ai ATK, blessed

th()U, 111. NAiATq. blessed he. NAiATC, blessed she. NAlATHyTN,

blessed ye. NAiATOy, blessed they.

NFCF or FNFCF, fair, beautiful. MFCCOl, fair 1. NFCOiq,

FGNFCOiq or FNFCOiq
, fair he. NFCCDC, fgneccdc or

FNFCCOC, fair she. FNFCCOOy or FNFCOOy, fair they.
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CMAptDoyT, and cmamaat, Sail, blessed, kcma-

poooyT, blessed thou. qcHApoioyT, qcMAMAAT, Sahidic.

blessed he. NHFTCMApoioy, NFTCMAM A AT, Sail, blessed

they.

oyAA. Sail, alone. oyAAK, alone thou. oyAAq, alone

he. oyAAToy, alone they.

MMAYAT, and MAyAAT , Sail, alone, mm AyATK,

MAyAAK, Sail, alone thou. m. MMAyA'h alone thou f.

MMAyATq MAyAAq, Sah. alone he. MMAyATC, MAy-

AAC, Sail, alone she. MAyAAM, Sah. mmAyATFN, alone

nr. MMAyAToy. mAyAAy, Sail, alone they.

Tup, all. THpK, the whole thou
,

m. Tiipq, Twpcq.

Sail, all he. THpc. TnpFC, Sail, all she. TiipFN, TupFT,

dll we. TupTN, Sail, all ye. th poy, all they.

Of the Comparison of Adjectives.

2. Comparatives are formed by goyo, Copt, goyo,

£oyF, Sah. £oyA, goyp, Bash, more, as goyb taio

F^otf McoyCHC, more (greater) honour than Moses.

oygoyo TAtO F£OTF nim, more (greater) honour than

the house. Heb. Ill, 3. mntan goyo F'foy Hofik.

Sah. we have not more than five breads loaves. Luc. IX, 13.

FgOTF is also a sign of the comparative, as f^otf-

poi, more than me, Mat. X, 37. and with F, as mftcox

NTF FCOl NCABF FgOTF FNipoiMt, the foolishness of

God is wise more (wiser) than men. 1. Cor. I, 25.

3. The comparative is also expressed by adding

Bgoyo to the positive; as ^MFTMFepF ntf (j)^ oy-

Nicyi~ TF Ilgoyo, the witness of God is greater. 1. John

4
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Y, 9. It is also expressed by adding f, or n to the

positive, as mh Htok fknaak fttnudt iakoib, art thou

greater than our father Jacob? John IV, 12. Sail. oyNO(7

Hnobf, greater sin. John XIX, 11. Sail. FtNO(f FTTFNgHT,

greater than our heart. 1. John III, 20. Sail, mh FNXOop

Fpoq, arc we stronger than he? 1. Cor. X, 22. Sail.

4. Sometimes there is no word to express the com-

parative, and it can only he collected from the sense of

the passage; as nim rAp ttf niNitt)'}*, for which is great

(greater) Luke XXII, 27. TMHTMNTpF MTTNoyTE NAAAC,

the witness of God is great (greater) 1. John V, 9. Sail.

5. The positive is sometimes used for the superla-

tive as nim hf ntNiuyf- Lfn rf>iFToypo ntf Ni())Hoyi,

NIM TTF TTNO(7 gN TMNTFpO NMTTHyF, Sail, who is the

great (greatest) in the kingdom of heaven? Mat. XVIII, 1. Sail.

(i. The superlative is formed by adding f, fboA,

FBoAoyTF, or some such word to the positive, as anok

rAp nF nmoyxi FjBoAoyTF NiXnocToAoc Tupoy, and

Bash, amok rAp np nkoyi oyTF niattoctoAoc THpoy,

/or / am the least of all the Apostles. 1. Cor. XV, 9.

7. The superlative is more often formed by adding

FMAcyo), Copt, fmatf, Sab. fmauja, Bash, greatly, very

much
,
to the positive, as at

A

ijiyXn cpeopTFp FMAcpoi,

mg soul is exceedingly troubled. Ps. VI, 8. FMAcpO), FMATF

and fmauja are also repeated; as Aqpp pAMAo nxf

nipoiMi FMAO)0) FMAcpu), the man was exceeding rich.

(len. XXX, 43. 2cfk \c ppp TFTNArArm pgoyo fmatf

FMATF. that your love mag abound exceedingly. Sahidic.
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Phil. I, 9. ancl#
in Basil, xekpc ppp tbtpn apatth pA-

£OyA fmaoja. The superlative is also formed by ii£Oyo

repeated, as oyog N^oyo Ngoyo NAyppu^upi, and they

were exceedingly astonished. Mark VII, 37.

CHAP. VI.

Of Personal Pronouns.

Sing u 1 a r.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bash.

AMOK ANOK ANOK
)

AMP
v \ /ANAK/ L

ANK )

NOOK fiTOK NTAK 1 tllOU
,

/

NTK i

N0O NTO NTA thou, f.

Beoq NTOq iiTAq he.

Beoc NTOC NTAC she.

P 1 u r al.

ANON ANON ANAN 1

/ we.
ANFT

\

N0CJDTFN NTCOTFI NTATPN \

NTPTEN NTATN > ye.

NTETN )

Neoioy NTOOy NTAy they.

4
'
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Personal Pronouns.

2. Of the Genitive Case.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

NTHl FITAI fnthi mei, of me.

NTAK NTAK nthk of thee
, m.

NTF NTF NTF of (Itce, f.

NT AC] NTAq NTHq )

v > of him.
NTq NTFq

)

NTAC NTAC

NTC

NTHC J

/ of her.

P 1 u r a 1.

NTAN NTAN NTHN )

> 0/ US.

NTN

N0O)TEN NTFTN NTHTFN 1

NTCDTFN Ntfthytn NTFTEN of 1JOU

NTF0HNOY ntfthnoy^

NTCJDPY NTAY NTHOY- of (hem.

Of the Dative Case.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

NHl NAl NHl mihi, to me.

NAK NAK nhk to thee, m.

NF NF to thee, f.

NAq NAq
NHC

I t u him
"f'l i

NAC NAC NHC to her.
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P 1 u r a 1.

29

MAN NAN NON to US.

NCDTPN NHTM NHTFN tO )JOU.

0HNOY THNOY THNOy with an aceus.

NO)Oy NAY NHOy, NHY 1

> to them
NPy }

3. The dative is also formed by the word po Copt,

and Aa Bash, by prefixing f to them: and by tot, Copt.

toot, Sah. taat, Bash, by prefixing p or n to them.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

ppot PpOl, PpAl pAai to me.

ppOK PpOK, PpAK fAak to thee, m.

ppo FpO, FpA fAa to thee, f.

ppoq tpoq, ppAq pAAq to him.

ppoc FpOC, FpAC pAac to her.

P 1 u r a 1.

PpON PpON , ppAN fAan to us.

PpOJTPN

ppCDTFN

FpOlTN

OHNOy FpAT THyTN

fAatfn 1

to you.
fAatthnoy

)

ppoioy ppooy

Singula r.

fAay to them.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

P or NTOT p or ntoot foi’ntaat to me.

NTOTK NTOOTK NTAATK to thee
,
m.

NT0i- NTOOTP to thee, f.

NTOTq * NTOOTq NTAATq to him.

NTOTC NTOOTC NTAATC to her.
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P 1 u r a 1.

F or NTOTFN F Of NTOOTN F Of HTAATFN to US.

FTFN0HNOY FTOOT THyTN to you.

FTOTOy
| FTOOTOy NTAAToy to them.

NTATOy (

4. The accusative Pronoun is formed by mho Copt.

and Sah., Fima and ma Bash.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Basil.

HMOl HMOl, HHOFI MMAt me.

MMOK MMOK MMOK thee , in.

MHO MHO thee, f.

FI HOC) HMOCj mm A(] him.

HMOC HMOC MMAC her.

P 1 u r a 1.

MMON MMON FlMAN us.

MMCJOTFN HMOOTN MMATFN you.

MMCJOOy HHOOy mmAy them.

mmo with other words sometimes expresses the

various cases of the personal pronoun, as nim MMcooy

some of them. 1 . Cor. X, 10. fboA mhoo, from him.

5. Another form of the accusative is bri, Copt. gH,

Sail., which take t with the suffixes.
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S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

b»T gHT my face, me.

t’HTK griTK thee, m.

gHTF /her, f.

bHTq gHTq him.

t>HTC gHTC her.

P 1 u r a 1.

btlTFN gHTrt us.

buToy gHTOy them.

G. Tlie ablative case is formed by the following pre-

positions with the suffixes.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

NTF flTOT FTTOOT flTAAT

fboA fboAmmo fboAhho fbaAmma

fboA<ja

FBoAflbHT

FBOA^ApO

FBoArlgHT FBAAri^HT

FBOAgl fboA^kjot FBoA^tOKD

FBoAglTFN

fboA^ixfm

fboA^itot

FBoA^IXO)

fbo.A^itoot fbaA^itaat

£ITFN £1T0T gtTOOT £ITAAT &C.

Possessive Pronouns.

7. The possessive pronouns are sometimes expressed

by the genitive personal pronouns, as nthi, Copt, ntai,

Copt, ntak, Copt, and Sail. fiTAq Copt, and Sail. &c.

yet they are formed of the definite article with co in the

singular and oy in the plural, as
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Sing. Masc. Sing. Fem.

Coptic. Sahidic. Coptic. Sahidic.

T70)i mine. eo)i TO)l

(j)0)K rro>K thine
, ni. eo)K TO)K

(j)0) no) thine, f. 00) TO)

4)o>q ncoq his. 0O)q TO)q

(|)U)C tto)c her. 0O)C T0)C

(|)tt)N TTO)N onr. 0O)N TO)N

4»U)TUN no)TN your. 0O)TFN TO)TR

(j)cooy no)oy their. 0O)oy TO)Oy

Plural Com mon.

Noyi mine.

NOyK thine
, m.

Noy thine , f.

Moyq
j

his.

NO)q

Moyc her.

Noyn our.

NOyTFN 1

}
i/our.

HO)TUN J

N°Y°Y
j
,Mr.

Noooy )

Demonstrative Pronouns.

Singula r.

Masc. Fcm.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash. Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

(])Al nAt 17FI 0AI TAl TUI this.
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P 1 u r a 1.

Coptic and Saliidic. Bashmuric.

NAi NFt these.

Another form of the demonstrative pronoun is as

follows.

M a sc. F e m.

Coptic. Saliidic. Coptic. Saliidic.

tf)W TTH he. 0h TH she.

P 1 u r a 1.

mh (hey.

8. The demonstrative pronoun is often joined with

the relative pronoun ft, as

Singular.

Masc. Fem.

Coptic. Saliidic. Coptic. Saliidic.

(j)HPT TTHFT he, who. 0HFT thft she
,
who.

P 1 u r a 1.

MHFT they
,
who.

MMAy is frequently united with the demonstrative

and relative pronouns both singular and plural, as (J)h-

ftfmhay, hc - Luke XXII, 12. Copt, nuoyaai FTtyon

HTTIMA FTFHHAy, the jews dwelling in that place. Acts

XVI, 3. Copt. Lfn i"oyNoy ftfmhay, in that hour. Copt,

oyog A TFCCMH CpFNAC FBOA gIXFN niKA£l THptJ

FTFHHAy, and the fame of it went out through all that

land. Mat. IX, 26.
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Relative Pronouns.

9. The relative pronoun is f. ft, ftf, or fg before

the letters m. n and o in Copt.j and fnt. qui, quae
,
quod

,

and likewise F, ft, ftf, NT, in Sahidic and Bashmuric.

nnhft AYTAoyoN , lo (hose ?vho seal us. John I, 22.

(})HFT ccjotfm fiCOOTFH. he who heareth you. (|)hft (pcntp

mmcdtfn, he who despiseth you. Luke X, 16.

10. The interrogative pronouns undergo no varia-

tion. which are these, nim, who? au), fu), who? what?

oy. who? oyrip, how many?

Of Prepositions.

11. There are some substantives which are used as

prepositions, as pAT Copt. Aft, Bash, a fool, po, a mouth.

TOT, a hand. buT, a neck. £HT, a heart. gpA, a face.

xo), a head. These, being united with some particles

become prepositions, as FpAT to me. Mat. VI, 18. bApAT,

Copt. gApAT, Sab. under me. Mat. VIII, 9. ppo, bApo,

under thee. Ezech. XXVII, 30. bApoq, ayainsl him. Ex.

XVI, S. NTOTq from him. Deut. XV, 3. ObviToy, in them.

Psalm V, 10. H^htk, Sail, in thee. Ezech. XXVIII, 15.

FgpAi, ayainst me. Ps. Cl, 8. Fgpm Fxon, ayainsl me.

Ps. Ill, 1. &c.

Prepositions.

f, acc., dat., ad, in &c.

FBoALbHT, Copt, from, ex. FBoALbHTq, FBoALbiiToy &c.

fboAtt^mit. Sail, from, ex. FBoAftgHTq, fboAft^hth &c.

FBoA^A, from, ah, ex.
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FBOAgApO, a, db. FBoAgApOq, FBoAgApON &C.

EBoAgiTH, Sail, a, ah.

FBoAgiTR, Sah. a
,

ah.

FBoAgiTOT, per, a, (lb. FBO.AgtTOTK, FBoAgiTOTq, &c.

FBOAglTOOT, S. per, (I, (lb. FBoAglTOOTK, FBoAglTOOTq

FgOTFpO ,
supra, phis qitam. FgOTFpOK, FgOTFpoq, etc.

n. acc., dat., ad, ah, from, &c.

NTFN, HTFl, Sail. from.

cyA, ad, usque ad, tyApoi. tyApOK, o)aAak, Basil. &c.

bA, Copt, sub, contra
,
bATOTK. apud te, bATOTq, apud cum.

gA. Sail, sub, ad, pro. gATOTK, etc.

gAtm, Sail, apud, ad, &c.

gATFi, Sail, apud, &c.

gi, in, cum, giTOT, giTooT, Sail. grrooTC, Sah. etc.

To these may be added atO‘nf, fgbf, ftbf. Sah.

oyBF, oyTF and others.

The Pronoun Infixes and Suffixes.

12. The pronoun infixes and suffixes are added to

words, instead of the possessive and personal pro-

nouns.

13. The pronoun infixes are inserted between the

article and the noun, and used instead of the possessive

pronouns. They are the following: a, my. fk, thy. f or

oy, thy, f. Fq, his. fc, her. fn or n, our. ftfn or ftn

your, oy or Fy, their.

An example of the infixes with the articles is here

given.
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The Infixes.

Singular. Plural,

with artic. masc. with artic. fem.

tt-a, T-A, n-A, my.

n-FK, TFK, H-FK
;

thy, in.

n-F, T-F, N-F, thy, f.

n oy, T-Oy, N-oy, thy, f. Sail.

n-Fq. T-Fq. N-Fq, his.

n-Fc, T-FC, N-FC, her.

rr-FN, T-FN, N-FN, our.

n-H, T-N, n-n, our, Sah.

TT-FTFN, T-FTFN. n-ftfn, your.

TT-FTN, T-FTFI, n-ftn, your.

n-oy, T-oy, N-oy, their.

n-py, • t-fY,
N-Fy. their

,
Sah.

oy is sometimes used for the infix of the second

person feminine, instead of f in Coptic, but it seldom

occurs.

14. The suffixes are used with words instead of

the infixes, and are these which follow.

The Suffi xes.

Singula r.

i or t. me, or my.

k. thee

,

or thy, m.

F or i,*) thee, or thy, f.

Plural.

n or fn, us
,
or our.

tfn, you

,

or your.

tn, you

.

or your , Sail.

*) The l following T is changed into T-
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Singula r.

F, thee, or thy, f.

q him, or his.

C, her, or hers.

Plural.

oy. Ay, they, or their.

Foy or Hy, they, or their,Sail.

A small number of words vary from the general

rule.

The Infixes.

15. The infixes to nouns will he understood by the

following examples.

u)«pi. a son, with the m. article, and infixes.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Artie, and Infixes to a noun raasc.

nA-opipi. my son.

TTFK-cpupi. thy son . m.

nF-tpiipi, thy son, f.

TToy-cynpF. thy son, f. Sail.

nFq-cpupi, his son.

TTFC-upipi, her son.

TiFN-upipi, our son.

T7T!-tpHpF, our son, Sail.

TTFTFM-u)Hpi, your son.

TTFTFT-ajHpF, your son, Sail.

noy-(pnpi, their son.

npy-tpupF, their son , Sail.

Plural.

Artie, and Infixes to a noun masc.

NA-cpnpi, my sons.

MFK-tpHpt, thy sons, m.

MF-tpvipi, thy sons, f.

Noy-u)HpF, thy sons, f. Sail.

MFq-cpHpi, his sons

NFC-upipi, her sons.

NFM-oinpi. our sons.

NN-cpupF, our sons, Sail.

NFTFN-cpHpt. your sons.

NFTFI-U)HpF, your sons, Sail.

Noy-tynpi, their sons.

NFy-cyupF, their sons, Sail.
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coon i, a sister, with the fem. article and infixes.

Singular. Plural.

Artie, and Infixes to a noun fem. Artie, and Infixes to a noun fem.

tacooni, my sister. NA-COONl, my sisters.

TFK-COONi, thy sister , m. nfk-ccdni, thy sisters, m.

tf cooni ,
thy sister, f. NF-caom, thy sisters, f.

Toy-cooNF, thy sister
,

f. Sail. Noy-cooNF, thy sisters, i. Salt.

TFq-COONl, his sister.

TFC-COONt, her sister.

TFN-COONt, our sister.

tn-coonf, our sister, Sail.

TFTFN CtUNt, your sister.

NFq-cooNi, his sisters.

nfc-Cgoni, her sisters.

nfn-cooni, our sisters.

nn-coomf, our sisters, Sail.

NFTFN-cooni, your sisters.

tftn-COONF. your sister, Sail, n b'T7T-C(JON \yyour sisters, Sail.

Toy-coom. their sister. Noy-coom. their sisters.

Tty-cooNF. their sister, Sail. NFy-cooNF. their sisters, Sah.

1(J. It will be seen from the foregoing examples,

that the infixes are the same to a masculine and femi-

nine noun, singular and plural.

The Suffixes.

17. The following examples will show the position

of the suffixes.

Adjectives with the Suffixes.

FNFCF or nfcf, fair.

fnfcooi. fair, I.

fnfcook. fair, thou, m.

FNFCCJoq, fair, he.

FNFCOOC, fair, she.

FNFCOON, fair, me.

Tup. all.

TiipK. all, thou
,

ill.

THpKj all, thou
,
m. Sah.

Tiipq, all, he.

to pc, all, she.

THptN, all, me.
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FNFCOooy, /'air, they. Tupn, all, we. Sail.

FMFCOoy, fair, (hey, Sail. TiipTFN. all, ye.

TiipTfl. all, ye, Sail.

Tiipoy, all, they.

haa or fnaa, yrcat. mane or NANoy, good.

naai, great, 1. NANOyi, yood, 1.

NAAK, yrcat, thou, in. NANFq. good, he.

NAAq, great, he. HAMFC, good, she.

NAAC. great, she. HAHFy, good, they.

HA Ay, great, they.

MAyAT, alone, m

A

yATK, alone, thou, m. MAyA'f,

alone, thou, f. MAyATC], alone, he. MAyATC. alone, she.

MAyATFH. alone, we. MAyATFNOHMoy. alone, ye. MAy-

ATOy. 'alone, they.

Prepositions with the Suffixes.

Coptic and Sahidic.. Basil.

FpAT. fAfT. to me.

FpATK. fAatk. to thee, in.

FpA+, fAfti, to thee, f.

FpATF. to thee, f. Sail.

FpATq. F’AFTq. to him.

Fp ATC, fAftc, to her.

FpATFN, fAftfh, to us.

FpATN, to us. Sail.

FpATFN0HHOy, F’AFTTHNOy, to you.

FpATTHyTH, to you, Sail.

FpAToy, F'AFTOy, to them.
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Coptic.

F0BF,

F0BHT,

F0BHTK,

F0BH+,

F0BHTq,

F0BHTC,

F0BHTFN,

F0BF0HNOY-

F0BHTOY, '

Coptic.

NFM,

Coptic. Sahidic.

NFMHl, NMHAl, HOI

NFMAK,, MMHAK,

NFMF, NHME,

NFMAq, NMHAq, oq,

NFMAC. NHMACj

NFHANj MMMAN, ON.

NFMODTFN
,

NMMHTN,

NFMCJOOY^ NMMAYj

Sahidic.

FTBF, de, ob.

FTBHHT. of me.

FTBHHTK, of thee, in.

FTBHHTF, of thee, f.

FTBHHTC], of him.

FTBHHTC, of her.

FTBHHTR, of US.

FTBFTHYTN, °f }J0U -

FTB1H1T0Y, of them.

Sahidic.

NH, with.

Bashmuric.

UFFtm. with me.

with thee, m.

with thee
,

f.

NFMHq, with him.

NFMHC, with her.

with us.

NFMHTFN with 1J0U.

NFMHOYi with them.

NCA, after.

NCOJl, after me. iicoJK, after thee, m. iiCO), after thee, f.

NC(Juq, after him. ncooc, after her. nccdn, after us. hcod-

tfn, n co)TNj after you, S. fiCCJUOY- after them.

Of Numbers.

18 . The Coptic Numbers are generally expressed

by the letters of the Alphabet with a line above them,
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as r NFgooy. three days. Matt. XII, 40. a nabot. four

months. John IV, 35; sometimes they are expressed by

words, as qToytooy, four days. Acts V, 30. But the

Sahidic numbers are usually expressed by words.

19. Numbers admit the articles, and are also found

without them, as ttiTB, the twelve. Matt. X, 2. 5. niCNAy,

the two. Dent. XVII, 6. o)0hn CHOyt^ two tunics.

Luke III, 11.

The CardinaL Numbers.

Coptic. Sahidic.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

A oyAi, oyF. oyA, oyFi.

oycoT oycoT

B cm Ay, citoyt, cn Ay. CFNTF, CFITF,

f U)OMT, tponf. O)0MFlT, (pFlNT. tyOMTF

A qToooy, C]TOF, qTOoy, qTOF, qTo.

F "toy. tv t> toy, tv
a cooy, CO, cooy, COO, COF.

t aJAajq, ©Atyqi, cAoiq, cFtpq, cAojqF,

H OJMHN, OJMHNl, UJHOyM, (pMOyMF.

0 Vj/IT, v|nt. tlT, nclTF.

1 HFT

,

HH+, MHT, MWTF,

K XO)T, xoycoT, xoycoT, xoycoTF,

A HAn, MAAB. MAB, MAABF.

Fl gMF, eHF,

FI TAioy, TA10,
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Coptic. Sahidic.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

o U1BF U)BF, (pqF.

rr bAMNF, gHFNF,

ntcTAy. nicTFoy'i ncTAioy, nFCTAioy.

P OIF.

c CNAYNCpF. CNAytpF. (PUT,

T §ON1TNO)F, (pMNTepF, U)FlTO)F, O)0MFTU)F.

Y qTooyNoiF, qTOoyipF, qToycpF, qTFytnF,

$ YoyNtyp, YoycpF. YoynoiF.

X cooyNcyF. cooycpF. cooy Ntpp, cpyipF.

'P (pA«pqN(pp. CAtpqmpF.

(B 0)MHNNU)F, U)MOyNO)F,

e \J/lCNa)F,.

A fflO; U)0.

B cyocNAy, CNAyimpO.

T 0BA. TBA.

20. The following’ numbers are prefixes to nouns, viz.

cpFiNT. OjFlT, U)OMT, three. Sail. a)FtTO)0, three thousand.

(|tf, Copt. qToy, qTFy, Sab. four, cty, Sail. six. mFTt,

Sail. ten. xoyT, Sail, twenty.

The following are suffixes to numbers: oyp, Sail.

one. MHToyF, eleven. CNOoyc, CNoyc. m. CNOOycF.

CNoyF. f. Sail. two. MHTCNoyc, twelve. tpOMT, Saliidic.

three. TAqTF, AqTF. Sail. four. th. tf, Sail. five. tacf.

acf. Sail. six. u)MHN. Copt, o)MHNF. f. Sail, eight. FiNToyF.

The Bashmuric has the following variations, oyFFi,

m. oypi, f. one. o)AMENT, three. o)A. a thousand.
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The Ordinal Numbers.

21. The first, in ordinal numbers is expressed dif-

ferently from the others; as

Copt. S a hi die. Basil.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fein. Masc. Fem.

goyrr, goyii", o^opn, tpopm, o)Apt?n. o)Apm,/r.s/.

a^opn, epeepn,

o)Fpn.

22. The remaining cardinals are formed by putting

MAg Copt. and MFg Sab. and Bash, before the cardinal

numbers, as TTiMHim MMAgB, the second miracle. John

IV, 54. Copt, nMFg cpOHFTT, the third. Matt. XXII, 26.

Sail. Gfn 'i MAg CHoy+ NpoMTTi, in anno sccundo, Dan.

II, 1. Coptic. TMFg CHtf, the second
,

f. Luke XII, 38.

Sahidic.

coy is used instead of MAg and MFg with the

cardinal numbers when the days of the month are spo-

ken of, as coyKF iiAeoip. the twenty fifth day of Athor.

Exod. XII, 3. Copt. ficoyK£ mitiabot, the twenty seventh

day of the month. Gen. VIII, 4. coyxoyT vj/ic FtgAOoop.

the twenty ninth day of the month Athor. Zoeg. Sail.

Axrr Copt, and xrr, Sab. occur with the cardinal

numbers when hours are spoken of, as iiAxn e NirriF-

gooy, the ninth hour of the day. Acts X, 3. FiriNAy Fxrr

COF, about (he sixth hour. Sail. Matt. XX, 5.

pp, Copt, and Sail, part
,

is used with numbers, as

mpF F, the fifth part. Gen. XLI, 34. oyog ACjpoiKg
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HXP <])pF f NN10)0)HN, and the third part of the trees

teas burnt up. Rev. VIII, 7. TTpPtpoFiNT, the third paid,

Numb. XXVIII, 5. Sah. The Copt, has also TFpp, or

Tpp, and the Sah. Tpp. part.

oyci)N, more often oyR, and sometimes oypN, and

oyNF, Sah. a part
,

is put before numbers, as oyu)N

AyAAq MqTooy noyaui, oyoyooN FinoyA noyA, they

made four parts
,
a part to each one

, John XIX, 23. Sah.

rroyh RqTooy, fourth part
,

Ezech. V, 2. Sah. noyFN

FI+oy, the fifth part
, Zoeg. Sah. noyNF cpoFmT, the

third part
,
Tukius.

npq Copt, and Sah. is prefixed to numbers signify-

ing days, as TTFqqTOoy rAp rip. for it is four days.

John XI, 39. FTTFqqTooy iff py gFi tita(}k>c, it is

four days he is in the sepulchre, v. 17. Sah.

A, et na about. Copt, and Sah. as AqToy tpp HpooMF.

about four hundred men
,
Acts V, 36. Sah. ha qToy typ

TAioy rip

o

Pin P , about four hundred and fifty years.

Acts XIII, 20. Sah.

The plural of number is occasionally expressed by

repeating the number, as, kata pp nfm kata nh, by

hundreds
,
and by fifties. Mark A I, 40.
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CHAP. VII.

Of Verbs.

23. Egyptian verbs have no passive voice differing

from the active, but the passive may be known thus,

AC-0AMIO NXF pCCMjllA FBoABfN NFC-gBHOyi
,
wisdom

is justified of her works, Matt. XT, 19. oyog AyoyoiN

NXF NFq- CCDTFM . and his ears were opened, Mark

VII, 35.

24. The passive is more commonly expressed by

the verb in the third person plural of the verb active,

as nFN-pa)Mt NATTAC AyAO)q NFMAq , our old man was

crucified with him. Rom. VI, 6. FyMATTooNg fboA mttfc-

NOq RTF CTF(j)AMOC, the blood of Stephen was shed.

Acts XXII, 20. Sah. oyog oyMmm NNoyTmq, and no

sign shall be given. Matt, XII, 39. Ay-KOCFM NFMAq, we

are buried with him. Rom. VI, 4.

25. But sometimes the passive voice can only be

discovered by the sense of the passage read. But see

further on verbs passive.

The Prefixes and Suffixes to Verbs.

The Prefixes. The Suffixes

Person. Coptic. Sahidic,

1. t + i

2. m. K, X K K

2. f. TF TF F
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The Prefixes.

Person. Coptic. Saliidic.

The Affixes

3. m. q q q

3. f. c c c

1. plur. TFN TN, TFN N

2. TFTFN TFTR, TETFN TFN

3. CF CF Y

Indicative Mood.

The 1st Present Tense.

Coptic.

+
K, X

TF

q

c

S i n g u 1 a r.

Saliidic.

i", / do, or am doing.

k, thou art, in.

tf, thou art, f

q, he is.

C, she is.

I
1

1 u r a 1.

tfn TR, tfn, we are.

tftfn tftn, tftfn, yc are.

CF CF, they are.

The 2nd Present Tense.

8 i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bash.

FI Fl Fl, / am, iov.

FK FK FK, thou art, m
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Coptic.

FpF

eq|
FpF

pc\ r

Sahidic.

FpF

pqi
> Fpp

FC^

Bash.

pAp, thou art, f.

F(j )

/S '

H pAp. he and she.

is.

Plural.

PN N, FN PN, we arc.

FTPTFN PTPTN FTPTFN, ye are.

py, oy, ppp py, oy, ppp py, oy fAf, they are.

The Imperfect Tense.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic.

NAl 1TF

NAK FTP

NApP TTF

NAq np^NAp fc
.

NAC ITpI HE

Sahidic.

NFl TTF

NFK HP

Nppp np

NFq np| MFpp
NFC TTF^ ne

Bash.

MAi ttf, / was.

MAK TTF, thou
,

111.

NApP HP. tliOU, f.

he
NA ') TTF

|

NAPF/Kan(],y„,
NAC TTFj TIP.

/s

P hi r a 1.

NAN TTP NPN TTF NAN TIP, We were.

NApPTFN HP NPTFTN np NApFTFN TTF, ye.

NAy TTP,N AppTTP NFy TTF, NFpF FTP NAy TTP, NApP FTP, /hey.

The 1st Perfect Tense.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

Al Al Al. I have.

AK AK AK, thou hast, m.

ApF ApF ApF, thou hast
, f.

*

’

\
A

AC\

Aqi ,

> A
AC\

Aq
j ,

1,0 lUlth.

\A he and she

*0 hath.
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Plural.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bash.

AM AN AN, we have.

ApFTFN ATFTN ATFTN, ye have.

Ay, A AY, A Ay, A, they have.

The 2nd Perfe ct
'

r e nse.-

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

FT At, NTAt, FTAt, / have.

FTAK, NTAK, FTAK, thou hast, 111.

FTApF,

' ftX,
FTAC, \

NTAp,

NTAqJ _
_ \

NTA,
NTAC,\

FTApF, thou hast. f.

ctam i
hath.

.she.

hath.

P 1 u r a 1.

FTAM, NTAN, FTAN, we have.

FTApFTFN, NTATFTN, FTApFTFN, ye have.

FTAY- FT A, NTAy, NTA, FTAy, FTA . they have.

The Pluperfect Tense.

S i n g it 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic and Bash.

MF At nF, NF At nF, / had.

HF AK nF, NF AK np, thou, in.

ME ApF nF, NF ApF nF, OlOU, f.

NF Aq nc,
1

NF A(| "F
-( /,,

NF A nF,
^

nf X np,
^

MF AC nF, NF AC np, she.

MF A nF,
1

NF ApF np,\

NF A np,
/

;
he and she.

NF App np,
\
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Coptic.

NF AN TTF,

NF ApFTFN nF,

NF Ay TTF,

Sahidic and Bash.

NF AN nF, WC.

NF ATETN nF, ye.

NF Ay HF, they.

The Present Tense Indefinite.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

U)A1, «)Al, cyAl, / am.

U)AK, U)AK, o)AK, thou, m.

cyApF, OjApF, 0)AAf, thou, f.

/

0}Aq,i U)A(lJ
ie'

^ CUaAf, he &she.

»ac4 she.
0)AC,\

P 1 u r a 1.

U)AN, cpAN, U)AN, we.

O^ApFTEN, U)ATFTN, U)ATFTFN, ye.

a)Ay, a)ApF, <±W, U)ApF, tyAy, ojaAf, they.

The Imperfect Tense Indefinite.

Coptic.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Sahidic.

NF OJAl nF,

NFO^AK nF,

NF U)ApF nF,

NF (l)AqnF,i

NF (±)AC nF,i
NF 0}ApE nF,

nf cyvi nF, I was.

NF U)AK nF, thou, in.

NF U)ApF nF, thou, f.

NF tyAq nF,|NFO)ApF

nf u^ac np,\

he.

he & she.

she.

7
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Plural.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NF U}AN nF, NF 0)AN nF, We.

NF tyApFTFN nF, NF U)ATETN nF, ye.

NF OJAY nF, NF tyApF nF, NF (A)AY TTF, NFC^ApF nF, they.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Bash.

NF 0)AI nF, I was.

NF U)AK np, thou
,
m.

NF U)AAf np, thou, f.

nf cuaci np, ) ,
,lc

; . ,1 nf cnAAF np, he and she.
NF tyAC np,

( sh6'

Plural.

NF

NF

NF

NF

o)AN np, we.

u)atftfn np, ye.

U)AY np,

u)aAf np,

Coptic. Sahidic.

+ NA, +NA,

XNA, KNA,

TFN A, TFN A,

CjNA, qNA,

CN A, CN A,

PI

TFNNA, TFNNA

TFTFNNA, TFTNN

CFN A, CFNA,

The 1st Future Tense.

Bash.

+NF, vel A, I shall.

knf, thou, m.

thou
,

f.

C]NF, he.

CNF, she.

ye.

CFNF, they.
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Coptic.

FINA,

FKNA,

FpFNA

FC]N A,|

The 2nd Future Tense.

S i 11 g u 1 a r.

Sahidic. Bash.

AINA vel nf, / shall.

AKN A, thou
,

111.

FIN A,

FKNA,

FpFNA

FqMA,|

ApFN A, thou, f.

A(|N A,
^

he.
^ ’ FPF..NA,

'
’ FpF..NA,

1 >P F..NAJlC&she.FCNA,^ r FCN A,\
r ACN A\ 1

sfie

Plural.

FNNA, NNA, FNMA, ANNA, Vel NF, We.

FpFTFNN A, FTFTNN A, FTFTN A, ApFTFNN A, ye.

FyNA, OyNA, FyNA, OyN A, AyNA, they.

The Prefixes Copt, are sometimes written aina,

AKN A, ApFNA, etc.

The 3rd Future Tense.

S i in g u 1 a :r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

FIF, FIF, FIF, 1 shall.

FKF, FKF, FKF, thou
,

111.

FpF, FpF, FpF, thou f.

FqF,(

FCF,i
FpF,

Fqp,|

ECF,i
FpF,

FqF,)
>FpF,

FCF,\ r

he.

he and

she.

P 1 u r a 1.

FNF, FNF, FNF, we.

FpFTFNF, FTFTNF, FTFTNF, ye.

FyF, FpF, FyF, FpF, FyF, FpF.
,

they.

7 *
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The 4th Future Tense

Singular.

Coptic. Saliidic.

TA, TA, TApt,

TApFK,

TFpA, TFpA,

TApeq,

TApFC,

Plural.

TApN,

TApFTN,

TApoy,

Bash.

TA, / shall,

thou, m.

TFpA, t/lOU, f.

he.

she.

we.

taAftfn, ye.

they.

The Imperfect Tense.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

H AIN A, NFINA, I should.

NAKNA, NFKNA, thou, m.

NApFNA, NFpFNA, thou, f.

NAqNA,)
1

> NAOF.NA,
NFC1NA ,

)

>NFDF..NA
NACNA,^ NFCNA,\ r

Bash.

NAINF vel NA, I should.

NAKNF, t/lOU, m.

he.

,,hc&

she.

NApFNF, thou, f.

NAqNF.jHApe
'lkske

nacnf,)-nf,
sh6m
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Plural.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NANNA nF, NFNNA TTF, We.

NApFTENNA nF, NFTFTNA nF, ye.

NAyNA, N ApF..N A nF, NFyNA, NFpF.NA nF, they.

Bash.

NANNE nF, We.

NApETFNNE nF, ye.

NFyNF, HApFNF np, they.

The Subjunctive Mood.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

NTA, NTA, NTA, that I.

NTEK, Hr, Nr, thou
,
m.

NTF, NTF, NTF, thou, f.

NTFqJ v

N > NTF,
nfc], nq,

} _^ 1
> NTF,

NF*^ Jm.
NTFC,\ NC,

j
NFC, NC,

^ s/ie

Plural.

NTFN, NTN, NTN, we.

NTFTFN, NTFTN, NTFTN, ye.

NTOy, NTF, NCF, NTF, NCF, NTF, they.
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The Optative Mood.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bash.

MApi, MApi, maAi, / may,

MApFK, MApFK, maAfk, thou, m.

MApF, MApF, maAf, thou, f.

MApFC],
\

) MApF,
MApFC,

\

r

MApcqJ
1

> MApF,
MApFC,

(

r

M4^IhaWshe.
maAfc,) she

Plural.

MApFH, MApfT, maAfn, we.

MApFTFN, MApFTN, maAftfn, ye.

MApOy, MApF, MApOy, MApF, MAAoy, maAf, they.

The Imperative Mood.

Singular a n d PI u r a 1.

A, Api or ma, or the root itself.

The Infinitive Mood.

F or n or the root itself.

Participles.

FTAXIN, TTFKSIN, TTFqXN &C. OrTTXINTA, T7XINTFK, TTXINTC] &C-

The verb tako, to destroy, is given with the aug-

ments, to convey a more clear idea of their position.
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Indicative Mood.

The 1st Present Tense.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

f-TAKO, 'f'-TAKO, I am destroying.

K-TAKO,

)

K-TAKO, thou art destroying, m.
X-TAKO,(

TE-TAKO, TE-T AKO, thou art destroying, f.

q-TAKO, q-TAKO, he is destroying.

C-TAKO, C-TAKO, she is destroying.

Plural.
Coptic. Sahidic.

TEN-TAKO, tn, or ten-TAKO, we are destroying.

TETEN-TAKO, TETN, orTETEN-TAKO,ye arc destroying.

CETAKO, CE-TAKO, they are destroying.

Coptic.

Et-TAKO,

EK-TAKO,

EpE-TAKO,

EC]
| TAKO,

EpE-

TAKO,
EpF‘\

The 2nd Present Tense.

Singular.
Bashmuric.

El-TAKO, / am destroying, ihv.

EK-TAKO, thou, m.

eAf-TAKO, thou, f.

I /

A TAKO, he.
EAE-)

Sahidic.

Et-TAKO,

EK-TAKO,

EpE-TAKO,

St].
I

SpM
EC-

j

TAKO,

TAKO,
EC

j

eAe
^

TAKO, she.

P 1 u r a 1.

EN-TAKO, N,01’EN-TAKO, EN-TAKO, We.

ETETEN-TAKO,ETETN-TAKO, ETETEN-TAKO, ye.

Ey-

oy-

EpE-

TAKO,

Ey- \

oy- ) TAKO,

EpE )

py.
|

oy- > tako, they.

eAe )
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The Imperfect Tense.

Singula r.

Sahidic. Bashmuric.

NPl-TAKO nF, NAITAKO nF, I was.

NFK-TAKO nF, NAK-TAKO nF, thou, Ul.

NApF-TAKO nF, NFpF-TAKO nF, NApF-TAKO nF, thou, f.

waq.
I

HapF
(

Coptic.

NAl-TAKO nF,

NAK-TAKO nF,

NAO-
)

NFO- J . .1 >TAKO nF, _ Vtako np,
1

\
tako np, he.

NApe
^

NFpF-
J

NAC-
)

NFC- ) NAC- )

/tako np, } tako np, > tako np, she.
NApF-^ NFpF

\
NApF-j

Plural.

NAN-TAKO np, NFN-TAKO nF, NAN-TAKO nF, we.

NApFTFN-TAKO np,NFTFTN-TAKO nF,NApFTFN-TAKOnF,^.

NAY' )

NApF
(

TAKO np,
NPy-

(

NFpF 1

NAy-
)

TAKO np,
}
TAKO np, they.

NApP.(

The 1st Perfect Tense.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

At-TAKO, AITAKO, Ai-TAKO, / have.

AK-TAKO, AK-TAKO, AK-TAKO, thou
,
m.

ApP-TAKO, ApP-TAKO, ApP-TAKO, thou
,

f.

Aq-j
v
^ S TAKO,

A
\

Aq
)1
} TAKO,

A
)

AC
^ i TAKO, he.

A-
(

AC )

X-
(

TAK0
’

AC
)

> TAKO,
A-

j

AC-
1

,

4-
(
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P 1 u r a 1.
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Coptic. Sahidic. Bashinuric.

AN-TAKO, AN-TAKO, AN-TAKO, We.

ApFTPN-TAl<0, ATPTN-TAKO, ATPTN-TAKO, ye.

Ay)
. \

TAKO,
A-

j

Ay)
> TAKO,

A-
j

AY)
tako, they.M

The 2nd Perfect Tense.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

FTAl-TAKO, NTAl-TAKO, FTAl-TAKO, 1 have.

FTAK-TAKO, NTAK-TAKO, FTAK-TAKO, t/iOU, m.

FTApp-TAKO, NTAp-TAKO, PTApP-TAKO, thou, f.

FTAG-)
. , > TAKO,
FTA-

)

NTACj-i
1 TAKO,

NTA-
\

FTAq-j
> TAKO, Ite.

FTA-
\

FTAC-)
v v > TAKO,
FTA-

j

NTAC-1
TAKO,

NTA-
\

PTAC-)
> TAKO, she.

FTA-
)

P 1 u r a 1.

FTAN-TAKO, NTAN TAKO, PTAN-TAKO, we.

FTApFTFN-TAKO
,
NTATPTN TAKO, FTApFTEN-TAKO, ye.

FTAy )

v v > TAKO,
FTA

j

ntay)
TAKO,

NTA-
\

FTAy
)

TAKO, they.
FTA-

(

J

The Plup erfect Tense.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NF Al-TAKO nF, NP Al-TAKO np, I had.

NF AK-TAKO nF,

NF ApF-TAKO nF,

NF AK-TAKO np, thou, m.

NP ApF-TAKO np, thou
,

f.

8
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Coptic. Sahidic.

NE

NE

NE

ME

NE

Aq-
TAKO nE,

NE Aq-(

A- ( NE A- (

AC-
j

NF AC-

A-
j

TAKO nE, NE A-

ApE- ) NE ApE-

TAKO TIE, he.

TAKO TTF, she.

Coptic.

Plural.

Sahidic.

NE AN-TAKO TTF,

NE ApETEN-TAKO TTF,

NE AY'TAKO nF,

NE AN-TAKO TTF, We.

NE ATETN-TAKO nE, ye.

NE Ay-TAKO nE, they.

The Present Tense Indefinite.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

tyAl-TAKO, (yAl-TAKO,

U)AK-TAKO, (yAK-TAKO,

U-)ApF-TAKO, (yApF-TAKO,

l TAKO,
(yApE-

(

l TAKO,
tyApp- \

(yAC-
)

TAKO,
cyApE-

U)AC- i

TAKO,
cyApE-

\

Plural.

Bashmuric.

U)Al-TAKO, 1 am.

(yAK-TAKO, thou, m.

O)AAe-TAK0, thou
,

f.

G^Aq- 1

u^aAe-
j

«)AC-
(

o)aAe-
\

TAKO, he.

TAKO, she.

O)AN-TAK0, O)AN-TAKO,

U)ApETEN-TAKO, (1)ATETN-TAKO,^ I TAKO,
SiY'

c^ApE- < cyApE-
TAKO,

O)AN-TAKO, We.

O)ATETEN-TAK0, ye.

(A)Ay- )

ojaAe-
j

TAKO, they.
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The Imperfect Tense Indefinite.

Coptic.

NF tyAl-TAKO TTF,

NF O)AK-TAK0 T7F,

NF CyApFTAKO nF,

NF U}Aq- )

NF 0)ApE

NF O)A0-
j

NF U}ApF

TAKO nF,

TAKO nF,

Singular.
Sakidic.

NF O)Al-TAK0 nF, I was.

NF U)AK-TAKO nF, thou, m.

NF CyApF-TAKO nF, thou, f.

NF o)Aq- )
n TAKO nF, he.

NF U}ApF-(|

NF U)AC- )

NF tyAN-TAKO nF,

, tako np, she.
NF tyApF

Plural.

NE O)AN-TAK0 nF, we.

NF tyApFTFN TAKO nF, NF O)ATFTN-TAK0 nF, ye.

nf tyAy-
|

NF cyApE-i
TAKO np,

nf (yAy- 1

NF tyApF-^

Singular.

TAKO np, they.

NF

NF

NF

NF

NE

NF

NE

Bashmuric.

cyAi-TAKO np, 1 was.

O)AK-TAK0 np, thou, m.

o^aAf-tako n£, thou, f.

(yAq- )

o)aAf-(

U)AC-
l

u)aAe-(

TAKO np, he.

TAKO np, she.

Plural.

nf cyAN-TAKO np, we.

NF (yATFTFN-TAKO nF, ye.

NF cyAy-
I

> TAKO np, they,
NE (yApF-)

8 *
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The 1st Future Tense.

Coptic.

'fNA-TAKO,

XNA-TAKO,

TENA-TAKO,

CJNA-TAKO,

CNATAKO,

Sing u 1 a r. -

Sahidic. Bashmuric.

fNA-TAKO, +NA, ’fNF-TAKO, I shall.

KNA-TAKO, KNF-TAKO, tllOU, m.

TENA-TAKO, thou

,

f.

(jNA-TAKO, CjNE-TAKO, he.

CNA-TAKO, CNE-TAKO, she.

Plural.

TENNA-
j

1

TENNA-TAKO,
TENA-

j

> TAKO,

TETNNA
TETENNATAKO,

TETNA-
> TAKO

CFNA-TAKO, CENA-TAKO,

TENNA-
or TAKO, me.

TENNE- )

ye.

CFNE-TAKO, they.

The 2nd Future Tense.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

EINA-TAKO, EINA-TAKO,

EKNA-TAKO, EKNA-TAKO,

FpFNA-TAKO, EpENA-TAKO,

EC1NA- 1

> TAKO,
FpFN A-

j

FC1N A-
)

^ TAKO.
FpFNA-

\

FCN A- 1

> TAKO,
EpENA

\

ECN A- )

TAKO
EpENA

)

AINA-
)

01

(AINE- )

TAKO, / shall.

AKNA-TAKO, ll/OU, 111.

ApFNA-TAKO, thou, f.

ACjNA-

ApFNA-

ACNA-

ApFNA-

tako, he.

TAKO, she.
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Plural.

Sahidic. Bashmuric.

ANNA- )

or >

ANNF- \

TAKO, or V TAKO, WC.
FNN A

NN A- i

FTFTNNA-)
FpFTFNNA-TAKO,^^_^ AKO, ApFTFNNA-TAKO, yc.

FVNA-1 FYNA
)

TAKO, _ )
TAKO, FyNATAKO, they.

oyNA- oyNA-^

The 3rd Future Tense.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

FIF-TAKO, FIF-TAKO, FIF-TAKO, 1 shall.

FKF-TAKO, FKF-TAKO, FKF-TAKO, thou, m.

FpF-TAKO, FpF-TAKO, FpF-TAKO, tllOU, f.

B(
^
F

\ TAKO,
FpF-(

FC]F-|
> TAKO,

FpF'\

FCjF-1
71 TAKO, he.

FPF-(

FCF-)
v } TAKO,

FpF'j

FCF-)
> TAKO,

FpF’j

FCF-1
TAKO, she.

Plural.

FNF-TAKO, FNF-TAKO, FNF-TAKO, We.

FpFTFNF-TAKO, FTFTNF-TAKO, FTFTNF-TAKO, ye.

FyF )

v > TAKO,
FPF-S

FYF- I

> TAKO,
FpF'

j

pyp-i
TAKO, they.

61
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The 4th Future Tense.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic.

TA-TAKO,

TFpATAKO,

Bashmuric.

TAKO, TA-TAKO, / shall.

Sahidic

TA-

TApt

TApFK-TAKO,

TFp A-TAKO,

TApFq-TAKO,

TApFC-TAKO,

Plural.

TApN-TAKO,

TApFTN-TAKO, TaAfTFN-TAKO, ye.

TApoy-TAKO, they.

thou, m.

TFpA-TAKO, thou, f.

he.

she.

we.

Coptic.

N AIN A'TAKO,

NAKNA-TAKO,

NApFNA TAKO

NAqNA- )

NApFNA-
(

NACNA-

NApFN

The Imperfect Future.

Singula r.

Sahidic.

NFINA-TAKO,

Bashmuric.

TAKO, Ishould.
NAINF- I

>

NAINA- \

NFKNA-TAKO, NAKNF-TAKO, thou, 111.

NFpFNA-TAKO, NApFNF-TAKO, t/lOU, f.

N A(IN F-
I1 V TAKO, he.

U

NFCJN A- 1

TAKO, 1 TAKO,
NFpFNA-

\

NFCNA-
) ,

TAKO, TAKO,
)
TAKO, she.

NFpFNA-
\

NApFNF,
\

NApFNF-
\

NACNF
^
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Plural.

63

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

NANNA-TAKO, NENNA-TAKO, NANNE-TAKO, We.

NApETENNA-TAKO, NETETNATAKO, N ApETENNE-TAKO,//.".

NAYNA-
j

NEyNA-
j

NEyNF- i

> TAKO, >TAKO, ;TAKO, the)/.

NApENA-
\

NEpENA-
^

NApENF-
\

The Subjunctive Mood.

S iai g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

NTA-TAKO, NTA-TAKO, NTA-TAKO
,
that I.

NTEK TAKO, NT-TAKO, NP-TAKO, thou
,

111.

NTE-TAKO, NTE-TAKO, NTE-TAKO.
,

thou
,

f.

NTEq-j

NTE- (

l TAKO,
I

NEC, N0- )
1 TAKO

NTE-
\

NFq, Nq 1

NTE-
\

TAKO, he.

NTEC-j

NTE- <

> TAKO,
!

NC- I

> TAKO,
NTE-

^

NEC- NC-
^

NTE-
j

TAKO, she.

P 1 u r a 1.

NTEN-TAKO, NTN-TAKO, NTN-TAKO, we.

nteten-tako, NTETN-TAKO, NTETN-TAKO, ye.

NTOy-j

NTE- 1

|

TAKO,
NCE- 1

} TAKO,
NTE-

\

NCE-)
. > TAKO, they.
NTE-\
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The Optative Mood.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

MApi-TAKO, MApi-TAKO, maAi-tako, / may.

HApFK-TAKO, HApBK-TAKO, maAfk-tako, thou, ]

HApF-TAKO, MApF-TAKO, maAf-tako, thou
,

f.

HApFq-j

MApE- 1

l TAKO,
MAOFq)

r 1 TAKO,
MApF-

\

haAfo)
A

1
} TAKO, he.

maAf-
\

MApFC-|

HApF- (

i TAKO,
1

MADFC-1
> TAKO,

MApF-
\

maAfc-1
_ > TAKO, she.

maAf-
\

Plural.

MApFN-TAKO,

MApFTFN-TAKO,

MApoy-j

MApF-
\

TAKO,

MApN-TAKO,

MApFTN-TAKO

HApoy-j

MApF-
\

maAfn-tako, we.

maAftfn-tako, ye.

TAKO,
MAAoy

maAf-
(

TAKO, they.

The Imperative Mood.

Singular and Pin r a 1.

A-TAKO,

Apt TAKO,

MA-TAKO,

TAKO,

destroy.

The Infinitive Mood.

F-TAKO, 1

il-TAKO, ) to destroy.

TAKO, )
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Participles.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bashmuric.

xi n, (Tin, XIN,

nAXIN or TTXINTA, TTAtflH, TTAXIN,

ttfkxin, ttfk(Tin, TTFKXIN,

TTFqXlN, &C. TTFqfHN, &c. npqxiN, &c.

That these are participles is evident from the Ara-

bic, with which they correspond.

Participles.

2G. The participles are formed by f, ft or fo, be-

fore the prefixes to the verbs. There are also some

peculiar forms of participles, which end in noyT, Copt.

nyT, Sail. oooyT, Copt. ooyT, Sail, and Aoy t, Bash,

as ToyBiioyT, Copt. MuicryT, Copt, and MAoyT, Bash.

Verbs united with particles expressive of time.

The particles ftf, Copt. HTFpF, Sail. when.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

FT Al, NTFpi, NTFpFl, FT Al, NTfAfI,

FTAK, NTFpFK,

FTApF, NTFpF, FTAq, NTFAFq,

FTAO/ v

v FTApF,
FTAC^ r

NTFpFq,
) _r 1 NTFpF,

NTFpFC,
\

r

9
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Coptic.

FTAN,

FTApFTFN,

FTAy, FTApF,

Plural.

Sahidic.

NTFpFN,

NTFpFTN,

ffTFpoy,

Bashmuric.

FTAN, NTfAfN,

FTATETFN, NTfAfTEN,

ntfAoy, ntfAey.

Verbs with the particles U)ATF, Copt. U^AMTF, Sah. until.

Singular.
Coptic. Sahidic.

U_)ATFK,

U)ATF,

0)ATF(|,)

cpATFCj
\

U)ATF,

OJANTFl, (^ANf,

U)ANTK,

U)ANTF,

0)ANTq,l
_ 0)ANTF,

OJANTC,

Plural.

U)ATFN, 0)AHTFT,

U)ATFTFN, U)ANTFTN,

u)AToy, u)ATF, cyAHToy, ojantf,

Bashmuric.

(yANTFlj

U)ANTFq,

(pANToy.

V erbs with the pa

S i n
{

Coptic.

FNAt, FNFAl nF,

FNAKj FNFAK nF,

FNApF nF,

FNAq, FNApF nF,

FNAC, FNE A nF,

Pill

FNAN nF,

FNApFTFN nF,

FNAY, FNApF nF,

tide FNF or FN, if.

u 1 a r.

Sahidic.

FNFl np,

FNFK nF,

FNFpF nF,

FHFqJ
n FNFDF np,

FNFC, Ij

r

r a 1.

FNFN nF,

fnftftn np,

FHFy, FNppp np.
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Verbs with the particle U)AN, if, when.

Singular.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bashmuric.

AlcyAN, FICy AN,

AKeyAN, FKO)AM,

ApFOjAN, FpO}AN,

ACItyAN,
j

ADFUJAN,
AC<yAN,( r ^

FC|(yAN,

)

1 EDO)AN
FCCyAN,

^

'

P 1 u r a 1.

aAfojan,

ANU) AN, ENCyAN,

ApFTFNCyAN, FTFTFuyAN,

AytyAN, ApFCyAN, FytyAN, FptyAN.

Verbs with the particle MFTATF, before.

Singular.
Coptic. Sahidic.

FinAi", MnA'i*,

HTTATFK, FiriATK,

MTTATF, FlriATF,

MTTATFCJ, ) v

„
1

>* MT7ATF,
MT7ATFC,

\

RTTATG,

)

1
V HI7ATF.

Rttatc,^

Plural.

MTTATFN, MTTATlT,

MTTATFTFN, RTTATFTN,

HTTATOy, MTTATF, HTTATOy, HTTATF.

9 *
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The Tenses.

The 1st Present Tense.

27. The 1st Present Tense is formed by adding the fol-

lowing prefixes to the root, -f lam, k, or xCopt. before A, m,

n, oy, or p, thou art, m.: TF thou art, f.
:
q, he is; c, she is;

tfn, C. tfn, tn, S. we are

;

tetfn, C. tftfm, or tftFT,

S. ye are; CF, they are. Thus, ’fcoooyN MTTFKgOX^FX,

1 know thy tribulation, Rev. II, 9. qo nnofik, is an adulterer,

Luke XVI, 18. Sail, xf q mmAy that he is there. John XII,

9. Sah.

The 2nd Present Tense.

28. The 2nd Present Tense has the following prefixes,

as, Fi, / am; fk, thou art
, m. FpF, thou art, f.; Fq or FpF,

he is; fc or FpF, she is; fm, Copt, fn or FT, Sah. we are;

FTFTFN, ftftn, ye are; Fy, oy or FpF, they arc.

29. The second person f. is FpF, (Bash. fAf,) but be-

fore vowels it is written Fp, and occasionally, FpA, as

FpFipF, thou doest; S. Ming. 258. Fpoypo), thou wilt

;

S.

Zoeg. p. 509. Sometimes it is written p pAoBF, thou art

mad; S. Acts XII, 15. The Bash, corresponds as pAcooyN,

thou knowcst, Zoeg. 151. FpF the prefix of the third persons

sing, and plur. is always separated from the verb, by the

noun or some other word, as FpF noygHT mok£, their

heart was a//I cted, Matt. XXVI, 22. FpF oyNiu)']- P/\p ii^ox-

^FX a)(jom, for great tribulation shall be. Matt, XXIV, 21.

30. The -Prefix FpF appears to be almost indefinite

as to time.
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31. The third person plural is py, but after t it

is written oy, as (|)hit oyMoy'i' Fpoq, when they call.

Matt, XXVII, 22.

f is the sign of the participle present as fcui F

Xnok 0yC£lMt NCAMApiTHC, to drink, I being (ovaa)

a woman of Samaria, John IV, 9. f anon gFwpcoHF

NgpoiMAiOC. F mFi nobf F|)OM. we being men Romans
,

not being a fault in us. Sail. Acts XVI, 37.

32. The following examples will serve to show the

prefixes of the 2nd present tense, as, amok af fi £n

TFTHMHTF. but I am among you, Luke XXII, 27. Sail.

FK gl TFglH nRmac]
,

thou art in the way with him.

Matt. V, 25. Sail. Fq gn tttf, is in heaven. Matt. VI, 10.

Sahidic.

33. The prefixes of this tense also express the pre-

sent participle, as, AqriAy FoypuiMi FqgFMCt, he saw

a man sitting. Matt, IX, 9. Nub AF NAy^gO Fpoq TTF

FyxooNiMOC, and the devils besought him saying
,

Matt.

VIII, 31.

Imperfect Tense.

34.

The Imperfect Tense is formed by prefixing the

following particles to the root, nai. / was; nak. thou

wast, m. NApF, thou was/, f. NAq or n ApF, he was; nac

or m

A

pF, she teas. Plur. man, we were; NApFTFN, ye

were ; MAy or MApF
,

they were. The Sahidic is nfi,

NFK, NFpF, NFq 01’ NFpF, NFC or NFpF. Plur. NFN,

nftftn, NFy or NFpF. Sometimes the Sahidic is writ-

ten without the f, as, Nq, nc, nn, etc.
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35. The Imperfect Tense lias ttf frequently follow-

ing the verb, as, oyog n ACj't'CBcn ttf. and taught John

VII, 14. NFqu^oon tie n(m nAoroc, the word was, John

I, 1. Sail. NAqboiNT ae ttf ttittacXA, and the Passover

was near, John XI, 55. af NFqAgFpATq tif FTBoA, hut

he stood without, John XVII, 16 Sail.

NApF or MFpF Sail, is generally separated from

the verb, and usually occurs before the nominative pre-

ceding it, as NApF RIMA0HTHC eoyHT, the disciples

were assembled, John XX, 19. S. NFpF TTFqNOt)' AF Ra)npF

gH TCCDOjF, and his greater son was in the field
,
Luke

XXII, 25. Sail. The Bashmuric will probably be written

occasionally naAf.

The 1st Perfect Tense.

36. The Prefixes to the 1st Perfect Tense are at, I;

AK, thou, m. ApF or Ap, thou, f. Aq or a, he; ac or a,

she; Plur. an, we; ApFTFN. ATFTn, Sahidic, ye; Ay or

A, they.

37. When a occurs in composition it is usually

found before the nominative to the verb, as Thc a ttittna

oAq, the spirit took Jesus, Matt. IV, 1. A Tc xooc NAq,

Jesus said to him. Sail. Mark XIV, 72. a RioyAAi TcooyN,

the Jews rose, Acts XVIII. 12. Sail, nhft a Ntnpo(])H-

thc xoTOy, those things which the Prophets said, Acts

XXVI, 22.

38. Although a is used instead of the Prefixes Aq,

AC and Ay, yet it occurs also with them; as, X TAo>FpF

Acbconr F(j)MOy, my daughter hath approached to death,
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Mark. Y, 23. X ttcatamac Aqu)FNAC| FboyM FngHT

NioyAAC. Satan entered into the heart of Judas. Luke

XXII, 3. 2CF A guAiAc oyu) A c| F

i

/ that Elias hath now

come. Matt. XVII, 12. Sail.

The 2nd Perfect Tense.

30. The 2nd Perfect Tense is distinguished by ft

Copt, and Ft Sail, being added to the first perfect, in

all the persons, except that the 2 pers. fem. is FTAp,

instead of FTApF.

40. The Hra, is found in the same position in com-

position as the X in the first, perfect, thus; nt a Tc

AF XOOC ETBF, hut Jesus spoke concerning
, John XI, 13.

Sail. FNFMl XF TTXC FTA CJ
T CJDM C| FB0At>FM NHFTMODOyT,

me know that Christ hath risen from the dead. Rom. VI, 9.

41. The Prefixes are often found after the particle

xf, that, and sometimes after fmf, if; and aAAa, hut.

But the FT must not be confounded with Ft, who, which.

The Pluperfect Tense.

42. The Pluperfect Tense is formed by adding the

auxiliary verb mf ttf to the prefixes of the perfect, as

NF Al tTF; I; MF AK TTF, thou. 111.; MF ApF TTF, thou, f.;

nf A(| or A nF, he; mf AC or A ttf, she; Plur. mf am

np, we; nf ApFTFM or atftF, np, ye. S. mf Ay or a

TTF, they; as, mf AqFpgHTC fipiKi TTF, had begun to de-

cline, Luke IX, 12. FioyAAi mf AyFi ttf op\ MApeA,

the Jews had come to Martha
,
John XI, 19 Sail, mf Ay-

MAy FAp Fpoc| Tupoy np, for all had seen him, Mark
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YI, 50. This Tense is also found without the ttb, as,

vhc AB Aqi bboA, Jesus had gone out
,
John V, 13. tai

AB NB ACoyAgc nca TTAyAoc, and this had followed

Paul. Acts XVI, 17. Sah.

The Present Tense Indefinite.

43. This Tense is formed by adding <y. and sometimes

B<y in the Sahidic to the Perfect Tense, as cyAi, /;

u)AK, thou
,
m.; tyApB or tyAp, thou, f. (yAAB, B. cpAq

or tyApB, (yAAB, B. he; <yAC or <yApB, u)aAb, B. she;

Plur. (yAN, we; (yApBTBN, tyATBTN, S. ye\ (yAy or

(yApB, cyAAB, Bash, they.

This Tense sometimes exjiresses tlie present, and

sometimes the perfect.

The Imperfect Tense Indefinite.

44. The Imperfect Tense Indefinite is formed from

the preceding by adding nb to it, as oyog nb (yAyc-

OMgq ttb
,
and they had bound him, or he was bound.

Luke VIII, 29. nb (yAqoyuiH ttb nbm nibghoc, he

did cat with the yentiles. Galat. II, 12.

The 1st Future Tense.

45. The Prefixes to the first Future are na or nb

Bash, with the Prefixes of the first Present Tense, as,

'f'NA, I; k or xna. thou, m.; tbna. thou
,

f.
;

quA. he;

CNA, she; Plur. tbnna. tbna, Sah. we

;

tbtbnna, tb-

TNNA, Sail, ye; cbna, they; thus: BCB TTiA(j)OT B+na-

COq. to drink the cup which I shall drink? Matt. XX, 22.
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TFTNA£MOOC gCJDTTHyTN. ye also shall sit. Matt, XIX,

28. Sahidic.

The 2nd Future Tense.

46. The characteristics of the second Future are

na or Mb’ Bash, united with the Prefixes of the second

Present Tense, fina. 7: fkna, thou, in.; bpbNA. thou, f.;

FCjN A or bpbNA. he; fcna or bpbNA, she; Plur. fnna

or nna. Sah. me; bpbTbNNA or FTbTrTNA, bTbTNA, Sah.y<?;

byNA or oyNA, they; thus: bqNAMOOu)b NTOTq hpATq,

he will yo on foot. Acts XX, 13. Sah. XbKAC £(jotthytn

FTbTN ATTiCTbyF, that ye might believe. John XIX, 35. Sah.

oyO£ mtpAoA FT oyNAbpBCOK, and the nation that they

shall serve, Acts VII, 7.

47. The second person fem. sing. Sah. occurs thus,

FpN a. These Prefixes do not always express the Fu-

ture, for instance they express the present participle,

TTbTpOC MH KDgANNHC byNABCDK b£OyN F nbpTTb,

Peter and John entering into the Temple
,
Acts III, 3. Sah.

and with gtNA they express the Subjunctive Mood.

The Coptic has sometimes aina, akna, ApbN a etc.

as, £ApA AqNAXbH £Ai giU)TC, if he might find any

thing upon it, Mark XI, 13.

The 3rd Future Tense.

48. The Prefixes of the third Future.

The Prefixes of this Tense are bib, I; fkf, thou, m.;

bpb, thou, f.
;
bqb or bpb, he; bCb or bpb, she; Plur.

bNb, me; bpbTFNb, bTbTNb, Sah. yc; byb, bpb, they; thus:

10
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FCFMtci Noyojupi FYFMoyi' FTTFqpAN
,

she shall bring

forth a son and they shall call his name. Matt. I, 23. FpF

TTipCJOMt XA TTFCpCDT NFM TFCjMAY NCOiq OyOg FqF-

TOHq FTFqcgtMi. a man shall leave his father and his

mother, and shall cleave to his wife. Matt. XIX, 5.

This Tense sometimes expresses the Optative Mood,

as, TFXApiC FCFtpooTTF nFiman, grace be with as, 2- John

5. Sail, xfkac FpF oypami NOyaiT noy. that one man

shoidd die, John XI, 50.

The 4th Future Tense.

49. The Prefixes to this Tense are very seldom

met with, but we may note a few examples, as, TTCAg

TAoyA£T FicoiK. Master, 1 mill follow thee. Matt. VIII,

19. Sail. oyo£ £>innr TFpAFpooia. and behold thou shalt

conceive, Luke I, 31. TFpANAy Fncnoy thou shalt

see the glory of God. John XI, 40. TApTIpNOBF xf nt-

mpOOTT an ZA TFNOMOC. shall me sin because me arc not

under the lam? Rom. VI, 15. Sail. ojinf TApFTHtftNF.

TtDgFi TApoyoyooN mhtn, seek, ye shall find; knock,

they shall open to you. Luke XI, 9. Sail.

The Imperfect Future Tense.

50. This Tense contains the Prefixes to the imper-

fect, and ha the characteristic of the future, as,

NAINA, NFINA, // NAKNA, MFKNA, Sail, thou, 111
.; NApFNA,

NFpFNA. Sah. thou, fi; etc. often with ttf, oyo£ oai mac-

NAMOy riF, and she mas about to die, Luke VIII, 42.

NApF TTtXOl PAp NAglOyi MnFqAOyiN FHMAY, for
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the ship was to cast out her harden there. Acts XXI, 3.

NApFTFNRATMToy RHi ttf, ye would have given them to

me. Galat. IV, 15. RFyRAMtcpF ttf r(h RAgyrrFpHTTHC,

my servants would fight, John XVIII, 36. Sail.

The Subjunctive Mood.

51. The Prefixes to this Mood are rta, I; rtfk,

rt\ Sail, thou, m.; rtf. thou, f.; RTFq, rtf. nq. RFq,

rtf. Sah. he; RTFC. RTF. Rc, rtf. Sail, she; Plur. rtfr,

rtr, Sah. we; rtftfr. rtftr. Sah. ye; RToy, rtf, rcf,

rtf, Sah. they.

This Mood follows the tense of the verb that pre-

cedes it, whether of the present. Tense, the Imperfect,

the Perfect, or the Future, as, RFycooTM mr ftfcmh

rCFROI AR ,
they heard a voice

,
but they understood not,

Sah. Acts IX, 7. CFRAriApAAiAoy MMoq f TOOToy rr-

pcoHF RCFMOOyTq. they shall deliver him into the hands

of men, they shall kill him. Matt. XVII, 22. Sah.

Also FTptqAXF RqgMOOc giToyoyrq, that he would

ascend and sit with him. Sah. Acts VIII, 31. F0poyo)F

pboyR, that they went in, Acts XIV, 1. gFi TTTFycuiTFi

Fpoq Ayoo RcFRAy Fimafir FRFqFipF FiMcnoy. when

they heard and saw the miracles which he did. Acts IX, 6.

Sah. £H TiTp aodu), when I cry. Ps. IV, 3. Sah.

After the Particles £ira, u^ar, goiCTF, xf, xfkac,

mhttotf etc., it is the Subjunctive; as, £ina rtftfn

FM i. that ye may know. Matt. IX, 6.

10 *
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The Optative Mood.

52. This Mood has MAp added to the Prefixes of

the. second Present Tense, as, MApt, /; MApFK. thou
, m.;

MApF. thou
,

f.; MAppq, MApF, he; MApFC. MApF. she;

Plur. MApFN, M ApTI. Sail, we; MApETFN. MApFTR, Sail.-/*?/

MApoy, MApF, they: thus, MApF nAi A(j)OT cfnt, this

cup pass from me. Matt, XXVI, 39. MApFqNAgMFq MA-

prqToyxoq, let him deliver him
, let him save him, Psalm

XXII, 8 . The Bashmuric has MAAFq, maAfn, etc.

The Imperative Mood.

53. The Imperative Mood is expressed by the root

itself without any Prefix, as, codtfm. hear thou, hear ye

;

CMoy, praise thou, praise ye; or it takes A, Apt. or ha

before the root, as, ANAy oyog ApFg FpooTFN, see, and

keep you, Luke XII, 15. nhftu)U)ni XpiyAbpi Fpoooy,

heel the sick, Matt, X, 8 . ApiMHTpE <3A nAnFeooy,

bear witness of the evil, John XVIII, 23. Sail. Api(|)MFyi

Fnjipirl
- FT A(|C AXi NFMCJOTFN, remember, as he spoke with

you, Luke XXIV, 6. <j)Ai AF XpiFMi, and know this, Luke

XII, 39. axoc, Copt, AXiC, Sail, say, say ye; AMOy, come:

XAi, take, from fA: aAok, Zoeg. p. 520. aAoitr suffer

ye her, John XII, 7. Sail, from Ao. ami, bring, from fn etc.

The Infinitive Mood.

54. The Infinitive Mood is sometimes expressed

by the root itself, but more frequently it has f or m pre-

fixed, as, Fyicui f~N CA CAXi MFMAq, seeking to speak
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with him

,

Luke XII, 46. thus, acjt

A

oyoq Fcnoy FpcoTFN,

he sent him to bless you. Acts III, 26. oyog All fttfcht

FMAgMoy, and / have come down to deliver them
,
Acts

VII, 34. AqFp^HTC N£ioy'i FBoA. he began to east out,

Luke XIX, 45. oyog mof ^Ai ujiTMXOM NFpoyd), and

no one could answer, Matt. XXII, 46. Ayeo Ay ApXFi

nu)AXF, and began to speak, Acts II, 4. Sahidic.

Tlie Coptic takes ri before the verb as a sign of

the Infinitive, as F ttkoct, nybq to ivTcupidocu fie, to

my burial, Sah. Matt. XXVI, 12. rrcoyooNP, to inioTaoOai

oe, Sap. 793.

F is also used to express the Infinitive with the

verbs epF, TpF, Sah. as, XpFTFNFpFTFN popoyXA oy-

pooMi mcotfm fboA NpFqLom-B, ye have asked them to

release a murderer to you, or that they would etc., Acts

111, 14. FTppy^ApFg Fpoq, to keep him

,

or that they

should keep etc., Acts XII, 4. FGpFKAiToy, to do them,

aoi noirpai, Acts XXII, 10. FTprq'f noymftanfa h-

nlHA, to give repentance to Israel, Sah. Acts V, 31. ha-

NOyc nah FTpFNfico Fim HA, aide elvai, good for us

to remain here, or that we should remain, Mark. IX, 5. Sah.

FepF NIF0NOC COOTFM FniCAXl, d'/.ovocu tv. t'Ovrj , the

gentiles to hear the word, or should hear the word, Acts XV, 7.

We may here remark that xin the sign of action

and epF are thus construed, FrrxiNToyccoTFM nccjon,

Tiyog to TcetOtoOac aoTovg, Copt. ETpcycooTM nan, to

obey us, or that they may obey us, James III. 3. Lfn

TTXiNToyTAC0O, iv toj vjiooTQt'fptiv avTovQ
,

in their re-

turning, Luke II, 43.
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The Participles.

55. The Participles of the Present Tense are ex-

pressed hy the Prefixes of the 2nd Present Tense, as,

AqTO)B£ FqxomMOC, he prayed
,
saying. Matt. XXYI, 39.

FyKiM iiToyX(j)F FyxouMMOC, wagying their heads
,
say-

ing, Matt. XXVII, 39. pqMOoo)F Ayo) Fqxiqotfc FqcMoy

FTTNOyTF, walking and leaping, praising God, Acts III, 8. S.

Participles are also expressed by the Prefixes of

the Perfect and the Future with the relative pronoun

prefixed, as, rieoooy af FTAycooTFM Ay+cboy m<J>+,

cl ds dy.saa.vreg, ido'Ec/Lov rov xvqiov, and they hearing,

or (when they heard) glorified God, Acts XXI, 20. ftAqq Ai

AF NNFqBAA FTTcpon, and lifting up his eyes, John VI, 5.

oyog mhfomaccotfh F^ FcdnL
,

and those hearing (ol

cr/.ovaavTtc) shall live, John V, 25. F0NATAKO, perituram ,

John VI, 27.

Participles are also formed hy prefixing f to the

signs of the Perfect Tense, as, FAq£ON£FN, naQayyeikag,

Matt, X, 5. FAyf^ATT, xcuvavrt e, Acts XIII, 27.

FATFTFNFpgHTC icxfm TAhm, (/(fa/uti'ot, beginning from

Jerusalem, Luke XXIV, 47.

The Potential Mood.

56. The Letter u), (fu) Sahitic.) is often met with

between the Prefixes and verbs, being the sign of the

Potential Mood. It is found connected with the pre-

formants of the Indicative Mood, and the Negative Pre-

fixes, but is most frequently united with those of the
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Future Tenses, thus: NAycoffm xf Xpnoy cfnau)NO-

£FM AniXOl FMAy, they took counsel whether they could

save the vessel there
,
Acts XXVII, 39. TFqrFNFA him

TTFTNAFu^TAyoc
,
who can declare his yeneration, Acts

VIII, 33. Sail. NNAFO)oyxAi NgHTq, del oaidrjvai, by

which we can be saved, Acts IV, 12. Sail. FyxoDMMOC

NAq xf NiM F6MAU)N0gm, saying to him, who can be

saved? Mark X, 26.

Of the Prefix <A)Oy.

57. M. Quatremere says that epoy, when placed be-

fore verbs serves to indicate that a thing ought to be

done, — that it merits to be done; as
uAqToyTO)N TFq-

xix fboA NcpoycoAnc, It etendit sa main
,
qui eat merite

d’etre compeer In composition it appears to express di-

gnus, as, £0)C £ANU)OyMFNprroy NF NFKMANCycOTTI,

how worthy to be loved (lovely )
arc thy tabernacles, Psalm

LXXXIII, 1. AAyiA moypo mo^oyTAioq, David the king,

very worthy to be honoured. Prec. Copt. MS. p. 277, 284 etc.

guiB NtyoypajTnipF MMOq, things worthy to be admired,

Zoeg. 619. Sahidic.

The Negative Prefixes.

The Negative Prefix n.

58. The negative Prefixes to verbs are an, n, with

an, n, m, HiiF, mttatf, th, u)TEM, which are thus used.
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The 1st Present Tense Negative.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

N't AN, N't AN, EN or N+ EN, I.

NK AN, Nr AN, thou, m.

NTE AN, NTE AN, thou, f.

Nq AN, Nq AN, ENq en, he.

NC AN, NC AN, she.

P 1 u r a 1.

NTEN AN, NTH AN, we.

NTETEN AN, NTETN AN, ye.

NCE AN, NCE 4N, ENCE EN, they.

The 2nd Present Tense Negative.

S i n g u 1 a r

Coptic. Sahidic.

NAl AN, NEl AN, /•

NAK AN, NEK AN, thou, in.

NApE AN,

NAq AM,

NAC AN,

I NEq
} MADE AN,

)
NET

thou, f.

AN,
|

hc -

NApE AN, he &she.

\ she.

Plural.

NAN AN, NEN AN, we.

NApETEN AN, NETETN AN, IJC.

NAyAN AN, NApE AN, NEy AN, they.
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The Perfect Tense Negative.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic.

NETAt AN, /.

NETAK AN, tJlOU, 111.

NETApE AN, thou, f.

NETACj AN, he.

NETAC AN, she.

P 1 11 1’ a 1.

NETAN AN, me.

NETApETEN AN, ye.

NETAy AN, NETA AN, they.

The 1st Future Tense Negative.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

N^NA AN, N't'NA, NEINA AN, N+NE EN, I.

NXNA an, NrNA AN, thou, ill.

NTENA AN, NTENA AN, thou, f.

NCJNA AN,)
v > NADENA AN.
NCNA AN,

j

r

NCJNA AN,

' NCNA AN,

NCJNA EN, he.

she.

P 1 u r a 1.

NTENNA AN, NTNNA AN, me.

NTETENNA AN, NTETNNA AN, ye.

NCENA AN, NCENA AN, they.

11
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The 2nd Future Tense Negative.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NNA, NNA, I.

NNFK, nnfk, thou, m.

NNF, NNF, thou, f.

RHP, heaxA she.
NNBC

>' she.

Plural.

NNFN, NNFN, We.

NNFTFN, NNFTN, ye.

NNoy, NNFy, they.

The 1st Present Tense Negative.

59. The first Present Tense Negative and Participle

are thus expressed N rfxa>oyN AmpcoMi an, / know no!

the man, Mat, XXVI, 72. Ayu) NTFlFipF an ntmf, and

we do not the truth, 1 John I, 8. Sah. NqcooyN an,

knoweth not, 1 John II, 11. Sah.

The Prefixes of the present Tense also express the

Participle present, but the Coptic and Bashmuric often

add f to the Prefixes, as FNtjAiA'<piNF an mttccoma,

not discerniny Hie body. 1 Cor. IX, 29. Sah. fnfnay an

fboA f npH, not seeing the sun, Acts XII, 11. Sah. fn-

’tFMTTcpH fn, / am not worthy, 1 Cor. XV, 9. Bash, fn-

CFApiCKF fn Ck})^, they please not God. 1 Thes. II, 15.

Bashmuric.

NNFq, ) v
S N

NNFC,
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The 2nd Present Tense Negative.

GO. The second Present Tense- Negative is thus

formed, NAqoyiioy an MirioyAi moyai mmon, he is not

far from each one of us, Acts XVII, 27. nfiRxjdojt rAp

AN F£0 RpoiMF, for thou reyardest not the face of men.

Mat. XXII, 16. Sah. Fittftf NFqupiNF FiMoq an, who

condemneth not himself Rom. XIV, 22. Sah.

The Perfect Tense Negative.

61. This Tense in the Coptic is thus presented to

us. NFTAlt rAp AN FOAgFM N10MH1, I came not to call

the just
,
Mark II, 17. oy rAp myHpt M(J)pu)Mi NFTAql

AN, for the son of man hath not come, Mark X, 45.

The 1st Future Tense Negative.

62. The following are specimens of the first Future

Tense negative, NqNAXa enNoy an, he will not leave

you, 1 Cor. X, 13. epr npomr NAoiNg an f ofik

HMATF, man shall not live by bread alone, Mat. Ill, 4.

Sah. NApE ^HFToypo ntf ([H NAi AN, the kinydom of

God will not come. Luke XVII, 20. NCFNABoAq fboA an,

which shall not be thrown down. Mat. XXIV, 2.

The 2nd Future Tense Negative.

63. This future occurs without the an, as iianai

af NNAoVq fboA gApoq, my mercy I will not take from

him. Ps. LXXXIX, 33. oyAi fboA N^HToy NNFqAoqAeq,

one of them shall not be broken, Ps. XXXIV, 20. NNFTFN-

(j)0£ FMFO)T NiBAKi NTF TTicA, ye shall not have yone over

11 *
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the cities of Israel’ Mat. X, 23. When these Prefixes

follow the Particles xf, xfkac, ^otkdc, &c., they ex-

press the Subjunctive.

It may perhaps be hardly necessary to observe that

the Prefix is sometimes written fn instead of FT.

The Negative Prefix M.

64. The following form of this Prefix is only found

in the Sahidic and Baslnnuric Dialects, viz.

The Present Tense.

Singular.

Sahidic.

ME1, /.

HFK, thou, m.

MFpF, thou, f.

MFC, i

}
MFpF, he and she.

MECd she.

Plural.

MFY, MFpF, they.

The Imperfect Tense.

NFMFtj, he.

The Perfect Tense.

MAK, thou , m.

MAq, he.

F is found prefixed to this form as the sign of the

Participle, as FMFq, fmfc, fmfy, &c.
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The Negative Prefix MTTE.

The Present Tense.

S i n g u 1 a r. P 1 u r a 1.

Coptic.

MTTAl, /.

AhAK, thou
,

111.

EinApE, thou, f.

MTTAq,) v
he-

v
1

j- MTTApF, he and she.

MTTAC,^ s/(ff

Coptic.

AnAN, we.

AnATETEN, ye.

AnAy, AnApE, they.

The Perfect Tense.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

Am, FmEi, Fim, /.

AnEK, FinEK, EMnEK, thou, m.

AnE, Fine, thou, f.

AnEq, FinEq, jnnE, he.

FinEC, [
and she'

EMnEq, he.

AnEC, EMnEC, she.

Plural.

AnEN, FtnR, FinEN, we.

AnETEN, FinETN, ye-

Anoy, Finoy, FinE, EMHOy, they.

E before the m is a sign of the Participle.
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The Subjunctive.

The Imperfect and Perfect Tenses.

Singular.

Coptic.

ETEMTTt, /.

ETEMTTFK, t/lOU, m.

ETEMnE, tllOU, f.

FTEMITEq,)

ETEHTTEC,^

he.

f
etemtte, he and she.

she.

Plural.

ETEMnEN, we.

ETEHnETEN, ye.

ETEMTTOY, they.

These Prefixes in Coptic correspond with RTEpiTFi

in Sahidic.

The Negative Prefix MITATE.

The Indicative and Subjunctive.

Singula r.

Coptic.

E1TIATEK

MTTATE,

MnATEq,
j

HnATFC,
\

MITATE.

Sahidic.

MnAr

t', /.

MITATK, thou, m.

MnATE, thou, f.

MTTATCf,i

FinATC,^

he.

2^FinATE, he & she.

she.
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Plural.

Coptic. Saliidic.

EUTATEN, MTTATN, we.

MTTATFTEN, FtnATETN, ye.

rinAToy, httatf, FmAToy, httatf, they.

The Imperfect and Pluperfect Tenses.

Coptic.

NE HITA^ HP,

NE VinATEK TTF,

NE HTTATE nE,

NE MTTATFq nE,

NE MnATEC nE,

Singular.

Saliidic.

ne FinaI
-
nE, /.

ne FmATK nE, thou
,
m.

NE FinATE nE, thou, f.

NE FtnATq nE, he.

NE FinATC nE, she.

&c. &c.

The Negative Prefixes U)TEM Copt, and TM Sah.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Coptic.

NTAU)TEM,

NTEKU)TEM,

NTFU)TEM,

NTFqttjTEM,
^

NTECU/TEM, i

NTEO)TEM,

Sahidic.

NTATM, /.

netFi, thou, m.

ntftFi, thou, f.

he.

NTFTFl, he & she.

she.

NCjTM,

NCTFl,

Plural.

NTENUJTEM, NTNTH, WC.

NTETENO)TEM, NTETNTM, ye.

NTOyt^TEH, NCEO)TEM, NCETFl, they.
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The Subjunctive.

The Imperfect and Pluperfect Tenses.

Singular.

Sahidic.

NTEpEtTM, /.

NTEpEKTM, thou, in.

NTEpETM, thou, f.

NTEpEC]TM, he.

NTEpECTM, she.

Plural.

NTEpoyTM, they.

Conditional.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

AlUjTFM, EITM, /.

AKtyTEM, EKTM, thou, m.

ApE(yTEM, EpETH, thou, f.

he.

aAeu)TEM, he & she.

she.

AqiyTEM, eotm,
1 ^ADEOjTEM, > EDETM,

ACUjTEM,
\

ECTM,\ r

Plural.

ANO)TEM, ENTM, we.

ApETENOjTEM, ETETNTM, ye.

AyajTEM, EyTH, they.

Another particle with this Prefix in the Sahidic is

U)AN, if, as EtU)ANTM, EKOjANTM, etc.
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The Imperative.

Coptic. Saliidic. Bashmuric.

nnpp, Finp, mtifA,

MTTFN©pF, MTTpTpF, MTTFATpF.

These take the Pronoun Suffixes, as MTTFNept, for

which see the auxiliary verb epe, Coptic. TpF, Sahidic

which are below.

The Infinitive.

Coptic.

FoyreM,

and

FO)TFH©pF,

FO)TFMF0pF,

Sahidic.

FTFl,

and

FTFlTpF,

FTFlFTpF.

Bashmuric.

FCL)TM,

These like the above take the Pronoun Suffixes to

the verb epp, Coptic and TpF, Sahidic.

The Auxiliary verb 0pF, TpF, Sah. to be, to do.

Singular.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

0pi,
*

Tpa, /.

©pFK, TpFK, thou, m.

0pF, TpF, thou, f.

eppq, i

©pFC,
|

^ Tppq, i

/ ; }
TpF,

he.

he and she.
TpFC,

j

Plural.

she.

©pFN, TpFN, we.

©pFTFTFN, 0pFTFN
,
TpFTETN, TpFTH, ye.

epoy, ©pp, Tppy, TpF, Tpoy, they.

12
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65. The Auxiliary is thus used mh At FTAyGpi--

2£(0NT, and have made me angry
,

or have provoked me.

Num. XV, 23. Aqepo hmoc fx(|)E nioik, causetli her to

commit adultery. Matt, XIX, 9. AyrpF nxoi acai, they

made the vessel that it should he lightened, or they ligh-

tened the vessel. Acts XXVII, 38. Saliidic. ^NATpFTFTN-

pTTMEEyF NNFqgBHyF, / will cause that you remember

his works, I will remind you of his works, 1 John 10.

Sail. mnnca TpABttiK, after my departure. Acts XX, 29.

Saliidic. nor (jniFrepo nnai, the Lord who doeth these

things, Acts XV, 17. FepoyNAy tpcuoy nxf rnpomi,

that men mag see them, Matt. XXIII, 5. FGpFTFNUio)

FTAi FritCToAvi, that ye read this epistle, 1 Thes. V, 26.

66. epF and TpF are signs of the Subjunctive with

F, or some sign of the Subjunctive before them, as

FGpFKAiTOy, that thou mayest do them, or to do them.

Acts XXII, 10. FepFqojomi nkjdt NoyMucy neg-

moc, that he might he the father of many nations, Rom.

IV, 18. FepoycASi NA^pAK, that they might speak be-

fore thee, Acts XXIII, 30. £ATTC ON FTpANAy FTKFg-

poiMH, it is necessary also that I should sec Rome. Acts

XIX, 21. Sail. NANoyc nan FTpFNtxo FirrAi ma, it is

good for us that we should remain here, or to remain here.

Mark IX, 5. Sail. FOpt nifgnoc coitem ftticaxi, that

the gentiles should hear the /cord, Acts XV, 7. FTHTpFq-

BOiK EgoyN, that he would not go in, Acts XIX, 31. Sail.

mnnca TpF nFU)TopTp Ao, after the tumult ceased
,
Acts

XX, 1. Sail. FTpFygApF# Fpoq, to keep him, or that

they should keep him. Acts XII, 4. Sab.
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It will be seen that sept? and ETpp with the suf-

fixes express also the infinitive.

We may also observe that these auxiliaries, taking

the Pronoun suffixes, often lose their distinctive signi-

fication, which is absorbed by the following verb.

The Auxiliary Verb Fp, p, Sah. fA, Bash, to be, to do.

67. When the verb Fp, p or fA, is joined to a noun,

it is a verb, as oyanm, light; epoyonm, to enlighten or

to make light; MFGpF ,
a witness

;

FpMFOpF, to hear

witness.

pp is prefixed to verbs, and nouns used verbally,

derived from the Greek, as NAycpAcnA^FceE MMoq,

thcg saluted him, Mark IX, 15. FyFp^FAmc FTJF(jp AN,

they shall hope in his name, Mat. XII, 21. -— But p in Sah.

is very seldom prefixed to words derived from the Greek.

r
fv to give, is also an auxiliary, and is joined to

tnoy, Copt, Fooy. Sah. FAy, Bash, glory, ’fmoy. -tFOoy,

Sah. to give glory
,

to glorify, tot, Copt, toot, Sahidic.

TAAT, Bash., the hand
,
^tot, ^TOOT, to give the hand,

to help. MKAg, sorrow
, grief, ^ViR Ag, to give sorrow

,
to

afflict.

Of Irregular and defective Verbs.

68. Of the verb tif, to he, which is generally ac-

companied with a personal Pronoun, as anok nr, I am.

Psalm XLIX, 7. ntok ttf, thou art, Ezech. XXXVIII, 17.

N60C] T7U, he is, John XIII, 26. anon tif, we are
,

1. John

III, 1. Sah. ntcotn ttf, ye are, Matt. V, 14. Sahidic.

12 *
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gANKOyxi TTP, few are, Mat. XXII, 14. nai TTP, these

are

,

John XX, 18. tp is construed with feminine nouns

in the same way, as TACApj tp, John VI, 55.

TTP,

HP,

TTP,

The Present Tense.

Singular.
Masc.

I am, m.

thou art, f.

he or it is.

Fem.

TP, 1 am, f.

TP, thou
,
art,

TP, she or it

f.

is.

1 u r a 1 .

we \

ye > are.

they J

The Imperfect Tense.

Sing, and Plural.

np np, was or were
,

in.

NP TP, was or were, f.

Npy, were.

The Irregular Verb XP, SO, XU). or XOO, Sah. XA, Bash, to say.

The Present Tense.

Singular.
. Coptic.

i'XU) MHOC,) _

+soc,
|

Sa'J

kxu) MMOC, thou sayest, m.

P«XU) MHOC,
) v , ,1

v
\ pppxu) MHOC, he or she says.

XU) MMOC.
^

PCxu> hhoc, she says.
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Singula r.

Sahidic.

fxooc, I say.

FKXU), thou sayest, m.

he says.

. FDFXO) HHOC, he or she says.
qxu) HHOC, \

FCXO) HHOC, she says.

P 1 u r a 1.

Coptic and Sahidic.

tfnxu) hhoc, we say.

TFTFNXU) & TFTFfXU) HHOC, Ije say.

FyXO) HHOC, )
,

v - \ they say.
CFXU) HHOC, \

XU) HHOC,

The Imperfect Tense.

Singula r.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NAIXU) HHOC, NFtXU) FlHOC, / did say.

NAqxo) hhoc, NFqxu) hhoc. he did say.

Plural.
NAyxU) HHOC, NFyxu> FlHOC, they did say.

Coptic.

AlXCOTOy,

AKXOC,

Aqxoc,

ACXOC,

The Perfect Tense.

Singular.
Sahidic.

TTFXAi, I have said.

AixoToy, 1 ,

thou, m.
AKXOOC,

\

AqxF, he.

Aqxoc, i AqxAC, he.

Aqxooc, ( axooc, he or she.

ACXOOC, he and she.
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Plural.
Coptic. Sahidic.

ApETENXO) HHOC, ye.

nexcjDoy mhoc, they. Ayxooc, they.

Ayxoc.

The Future Tense.

Coptic.

EKEXOC,

EqNAXOC,

Singular.
Sahidic.

ekexooc. thou shall, etc.

qNAXooc,
)

f

EqNAxooy,j

Plural.

TENNAXE, we. TENAXOC, WC.

EyEXceoy, they. CENAXOoy, they.

The Imperative Mood.

Coptic. Sahidic.

AXOC. AXIC. say.

The Infinitive.

Coptic. Sahidic.

Axoq, axic, to say.

The Perfect Tense.

Coptic.

TTEXHl,

TTEXAK.

itexau,
)n
)

TTEXE
TTEXAC,

\

Singula r.

Sahidic.

TTEXAt, TTEXHl,

TTEXAK,

nEXAq.
^

TTEXE,

TTEXAC,
\

he a,1(l s^e-

Bashmuric.

/ said,

thou, m.

TTEXEq, he.

ttexec, she.
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P 1 u r a 1.

Coptic. Sahidic. Bashmuric.

ttfxan, we.

ttfxootfn, ye.

TTFXAy. ITFXF, TTFXAy, TTFXF, TTFXFy, they.

09. oyoN. and oyR Sah. oyAN, Bash, are used

for the verb to have or to he
, and mmon, mh>

|~, Sah.

not to have, or to he. But when they take the Personal

Suffixes alter them, they

have, with mmAy, which

S i n
Coptic.

OyONTHl, OyON'f-,

OyoNTAK, OYONTFK.

OyONTF,

oyoNTAq. oyoNTFq,

OyONTAC, OyANTFC,

always represent the verb to

is very often added.

g u 1 a r.

Sahidic.

oyfiTAi, oyF^, I.

oyrlTAK, oyltTK. thou, in.

oyftTF, thou, f.

oyhTAq, oyrrrq, he,

oyRTAC. OyNTC. she.

Plural.
OyONTAN, OyONTFN, OyRTAN, we.

OyONTETFN, OyONTOOTFN, OyNTFTN, OyNTHTN, ye.

oyoNToy, oyoMTOioy, oyRTAy, oyHTFy, they.

Singular.

Bashmuric.

OyANTHl, I.

oyANTHq, oyANTFq, he.

oyANTHC, she.

Plural.

OyANTHN, we.

oyANT.HOy, they.
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The Participle is formed by adding f, as FoyoNTFK,

thou having. The above are also written oyoNNTHi ,

OyONNTAK, OyONNTAq, etc.

The Negative not to have, is thus expressed,

and generally with HHAy.

Coptic.

MMONTHl, HMON't'.

MMONTFK.,

MMONTF,

The Present Tense.

Singular.

Sahidic. Bashmuric.

MMHrb MN+, MENTHl, I

MHNTK. MNTK, thou, m.

MNTF, t/tOU, f.

MMONTFq, MHONTAq, MMNTAq, MNTq. MFNTHiq, he.

MMONTFC, MMONTAC, MHNTAC, MNTU, she,

Plural.

MMONTFN, HMONTAN, HNTAN, MFNTHN, We.

MMONTETFN, MMONTCOTFN, MNTHTN, ye.

MMONTOy, HHONTCOOy, MHTAy, NlNTOy, MENTFy, they.

The Imperfect Tense.

Coptic. Sahidic.

NF MMONTFq TTF, he. NF MNTK, thou, m.

NF HHONTOy TTF, they. NF HNTq, he.

NF MNTC, she.

These are sometimes written hhon n^ or nthi,

MMONNTAN, MMONNTCJOTEN, etc.
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Of Verbs Passive.

70. To what lias been said of verbs Passive under

Chap. V, we may add the following.

Verbs active are made passive by changing the

vowels of the root, as ko), to put, kh, to be put, Sail.

MOyp, to bind
,
MHp, to be bound, CAg, to write

,

CHg,

to be written, Sah. TCDg, to mix , THg, to be mixed
,

Sail,

epenq, to huj waste, U)Hq, to be laid waste, Sah.

Verbs active ending in o and in the passive in

hoyt, Copt, and in Hy in Sah. as taAo, to put on,

taAhoyt, Copt. taAhy, Sah. to be put bn, etc.

71. The Participles are formed by adding ft, as

FTTAKHoyT, from tako, and fttakthoyt. from takto
;

and sometimes by suffixing t also to the end as ft-

cgoyopT, from egoyp, Sah.

Of Suffixes to Verbs.

The following are the Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs.

Coptic.

S i n g u 1 a r.

Sahidic.

i or t
,

i or t, me.

K, k or r, thee.

+, 1, tf or f, thee,

q> q, him.

c, C, her.

M, TFH,

P 1 u r a 1.

N, TN, us.

TFN, TFT, you.

oy, oy, them.

13
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The first Person singular.

72. The i is suffixed to verbs ending in o, as ma-

Toyxoi, deliver 7ne, Ps. CXXXIX, 1. gA (jiHFTAqTAoyot,

to him that sent me, John VII, 33. The t is suffixed to

other verbs as, oyog tetfnnaxfmt an, and ye shall

not find me, John VII, 36. fkfn AgMFT, thou shalt save

me, Ps. XLII, 1.

The second Person singular.

73. next’ ThU NAq tojnk, Jesus said unto him rise,

John V, 8. Hkaak fboA, to release thee, John XIX, 10.

Sah. ToooyNr TTFTpF, rise Peter
,
Acts X, 13. Sail. Fq-

xooRmoc xf ToooyNr, saying arise, Acts X, 26. Sahidic.

oyog CFMAqi't fboA, Copt. Ayco CFNAqiTF fboA, Sah. and

shall carry thee out, f. Acts V, 9. ttfkn

A

gi" tTFTAqN AgHi,

thy faith hath saved thee, f. Mat, IX, 22. i“AAoy TaioyNi,

maid arise
,

f. Luke A III, 54.

The first Person plural.

74. aAAa NAgMFN FBoAgA TTiT7FTga)oy, hut deliver

us from evil, Mat. VI, 13. qN atamon FgoiBNiM, he will

show us all things
,
John IV, 25. Sail. AK(|)ACTFN M(j)pn^

MTTigAT, thou hast tried us as silver, Psalm LXVI, 10.

FO)XF A TTHOyTF HFNpFTN, if God hath loved us, 1. John

IV, 11. Sahidic.
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The second Person plural.

75. BqBTAMCDTBN, he shall make known unto you

,

John XVI, 13. ACjMFpiTH, hath loved us, Rom VIII. 37.

Saliiclic.

The third Person plural.

70. At|TANKJOOy BNBqxix, he showed them his hands,

John XX, 20. Bboeuoy, Copt. pgoTBoy, Saliidic. to kill

them, Dent. IX, 28. xbkac BqBxiToy Bycmp, that he

might lead them bound, Acts IX, 21. Sail.

Of Adverbs.

77. A few adverbs are formed from nouns by pre-

fixing the letter c to them, with the article, as B^ooy,

a day, Sah. pngooy, daily, B(j;Anoy. in vain.

But most often adverbs are formed thus Gbn oy-

coooyTFN, ofiOcic, rightly, Luke XX, 21. Gbh oyMBOMHt,

truly, Luke XX, 21.

The other adverbs will he easily discovered in the

course of reading.

Of the Conjunction SB.

78. The conjunction xb frequently answers to the

word quod, and generally follows the verbs of seeing,

hearing, saying, and declaring; as oyo^ ACjMAy unoy-

dnm xb NANPq
,
and he saw the light that it was good.

Gen. I, 4. xb eoooy tb r
j
_MBToypo ntb mtJiHoyi, for

theirs is the kingdom of heave i, Mit. V, 3.

13
*
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It is often united with prepositions, as egbf xf,

FBhA XJF, F(j)MA XF, etc.

Of Prepositions.

79. 1) Prepositions abound in the Egyptian Lan-

guage, two or more of them being frequently united in

composition; as FboyN f, FgoyN F, Sab. in; pbpm fxfn,

above; FBoAbFN, FBoA giT, Sail, out of; Nbpm bFN. in;

CA ttfcht, gt ttfcht, and f ttfcht, beneath
,
under. The

Preposition f is frequently found united with others: as

FboyN F, in, into; Fgpm f, to, towards

;

tpA Fgpm f, to etc.

2) Prepositions are sometimes prefixed to Substan-

tives, which then have the force of Prepositions only,

as has been already shown, as gApo, to; gApot, to me;

from gA, to and po, the mouth; FgpA. to, before; from

F to, and gpA, the face; etc

3) The Prepositions are also used in composition

with verbs, to express the idea conveyed by the verb
*

and preposition when separated; as u)F Fmyuii, to ascend;

from u)F, to (jo
,
and fttu^oii, above; ifttfcht, to descend;

from i to go, and ftifcht, beneath; ojf FboyN, to enter;

from OjF, to go, and FboyN, in.

4) The preposition fboA, very often occurs in con-

nection with verbs; as qiFBoA, to bear
,

to carry out;

XA FboA, to remit

;

coop fboA, to disperse

;

d’ooprr fboA,

to reveal, etc.

5) The Preposition fboA is used with nouns in the

same way, as u)uA fboA, a paralytic; xoyuyr fboA, ex-

pectation; xoop fboA, a dispersion; B(jl)A fboA, a dissolu-
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tion; &c. It is also used with the same words when

used verbally.

6) A considerable number of Prepositions take the

Pronoun suffixes, as at(Tnf , Copt, without, ATffNO'yi,

without me, ATtfNOyK, without thee, m., F0BF, Copt., etbf,

Sail, of or concerning , F0BHT, Copt, ftbhht, Sail, con-

cerning me; F0BHTC], Copt, ftbhhtc]. Sail, concerning him;

&C. NFNl, Copt. NM, Sail, with, UFMHl, Copt. NMHAt, Sail.

with me; nfmak, Coptic, mmmak, Sail, with thee

;

m.

nAgpPN, Coptic. NAgpTT, Sabidic. with, before. NAgpAi,

with me, Ac.

7) The following list of Prepositions is given, as

they very frequently occur in Coptic, Sahidic and Basli-

muric.

Coptic.

ATfiNF, without.

FBoA, from, out of.

FBoABfn, from, out of.

FBoAoyTF, before.

fboA^a, from.

FBO.A^iTFrp from, out of.

fboA^itot, from.

FBoAgKJOT, from.

FBoAglXb'N, of, from.

FHHp, begond, over.

FFTFCHT, beneath, under.

FCKFN, bg, near.

Fy, in, to.

bboyN, in, within.

Sahidic.

AXn, without.

FBoA, from, out of.

FBoAgM, 1

from, out of.
FBoA^n,

\

of, from.
FBoAglTM, 1

FBoAglTFT,
\

fboA^itoot, from.

FBoAglXM,
I

y _ Of, from.
FBOA^IXN,

\

Fy, in, to.

F£OyN. in, within.

F£pAi, in, -to.

F£p Al FXH, to.

FepAi £H, of from.
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Coptic.

Fbpm, in, to.

febpm.L
.

v Vfxfn, in, above, upon.
pepHi,(

F^pwi £A, uPon.

FXFN, upon, above.

ixo), above.

ICXFH, from.

MFNFNCA, after.

MTTEM0O, before.

NA£pa, before.

MFM, with.

NOyFOjFN, without.

1ICA, after.

fiTFN, from.

Nt>HT, in.

NboyN, within.

iibpm, in.

oyBF, against.

oyTF, between.

(JjAgoy, after, behind.

o)A, to.

ba, towards.

baeoyo, nigh to.

bapAT, under.

bapo, of, from.

bATFN, nigh to .

.

bATOT, nigh to, to.

bATgn, before.

Sahidic.

MNNCA, after.

FlTTFiTO,
I

FtnFtTo fboA,
^

FinKO)TF, about.

NAepR,)
(>

NFi, with.

FgoyN,
\

caeoyw,
(

FgHT, in.

na^oy, behind.

gapo, of, from.

eATH
’

(
nigh, to.

eATFi,
(

eaeH
’

i More.

before.

within.

in.

)h, before.

rFi
> l r
> from.

•*,
)

:Fi, on, in.
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Coptic.

t>AXU),
j

bFN, VI.

t>FNT, near to.

e*, to.

gi, upon, in.

gIMHO, beyond.

gipFN, before.

giTFN, by, from.

£ia>T, from, of.

giXFN, upon, in.

gixo), upon, in.

Of Co nj unctions.

80. 8) The conjunction oyog, and, is frequently

omitted in composition, as oyog Ayoyom mpoy Ayci,

and (bey all ate (and) mere satisfied. Mat. XV, 37. Copt,

oyog tc gANArrcAoc Ayi Ayu)FMU)t mmocj, and be-

hold anyels came
,
(and) ministered to him, Mat. IY, 11. Copt.

9) The Conjunction kf, and, also, is placed between

the article and the noun; as NTENgioyi nnoy kf NAg-

BF(| FBoA giXGON, that me may cast away also (heir yoke

from us. Ps. II. 2. Mm KF uot FTAcjTAoyoq, the Father

also, mho hath sent him.

Of Interjections.

81. The principal interjections in Egyptian are ic,

or gmrTTF ic, Copt. £HHTF ic. Sail, behold! oyot, alas!

woe to: and oo, oh!
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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Formation of words.

82. In treating of the formation of Egyptian words

it is by no means intended to enter upon the contro-

versy, whether nouns or verbs were the original words

in language, but to give a simple statement of what the

Egyptian presents to us.

83. Primitive words were no doubt short, and ge-

nerally of one syllable, as pH, the sun; (j)F, heaven

;

xo),

the head

;

bpF, food; etc.

84. Compound words are formed by uniting two or

more words, as cjTF(j)AT, a quadruped, from t|TF, four

and (j)AT, a foot

;

oyooMNgHT , to repent

,

from oyoiM,

to consume, and gHT, the heart, &c. MAiNOyTF, religious,

from MAi, loving
, MoyTF, Cod, Sail.

Some words are composed of ha, Copt., Sail, and

Bash., a place
,
and n, the sign of the genitive, united

with other words, as manmoni, a pasture, a place to feed;

from ha, and moni, to feed, maniJxdt, a refuge, a place

to flee to; from ha, and (Jkot, a flight. manu)0)TTI, a

habitation; from HA, and u)0)TTi, to dwell. MAN'fgAn, a

tribunal; from HA, and i", to give, and £ATT, judgment.

Some words are composed of mf or MAi', loving,

united with other words, as MAigAT, covetous; from MAt,

and gAT. silver, haitaio, ambitious; from mai, and TAio,

honour.
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met or mf0, Copt, and mnt. Sail, are often pre-

fixed to nouns and also to words derived from the Greek;

as MFToypo, a kingdom; from mft and oypo, a king;

mftmatoi, on army

;

from mft and MATOt, a soldier;

MNTMFlTpF. a testimony; from mnt and MNTpF, a unt-

iless; Sail. etc.

Tlie word ppM, Copt, and pR, Sail. Afm. Bash, a

native
,
an inhabitant

,
or belonging to

,
and the sign of the

genitive prefixed to nouns; as pFMNHi, a domestic; from

pFM and hi, a house; pFMM(})F, heavenly; from pFM and

(|)F, heaven; pFMNXHMl, an Egyptian; pFMTApcoc, a

native of Tarsus.

pFq ,
Copt, and Sail. Apq

,
Bash, added to verbs

form compound nouns, as ppqNAy, an inspector
,
from

NAy, to sec. pFqo)MO)F, Sail, a minister, from U)MU)F,

to minister, Apq'j'gFrr, Basil, ajudge; from "fy ATT, to judge.

CA, Copt, and Sail, an artificer, is used in the form-

ation of some words, as can(Thxi, a maker or seller

of purple; from 611x1 ,
purple, cAnouk, a baker; from

0)U(, bread. can^OMNT, Sail, an artificer in brass; from

gOMNT, brass.

xin. Copt, and Bash, (hn, Sail, prefixed to verbs

often denote the presence of the action, so that they

then correspond with the infinite of the Greek, with the

article; as xinmouji, Copt. <hnmoou)F, Sail, the action of

going, to go. AVitli these prefixes verbs are frequently

used as nouns; as xinx:(|)0, possession, from x(|)0, to possess.

XlNfiOB’f*. a preparation
,
from (foB’t. to prepare.

tpoy. Copt, and Sail, when prefixed to verbs “serves

14
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to indicate” Quatremere says, “that a thing merits to

be done, — that it ought to he done.” It consequently

expresses worthiness; as gone ^ANtpoyMFNpiTOY nf

NFKMAN cya>TTt, How worthy to he loved are thy tabernacles.

Ps. LXXXIII, 1. from MFNpiT, beloved.

£A, Copt., Sail, and Bash, appears to express a

person, master or chief

;

as gANO)F, Sail, a centurion
,

or

chief of a hundred men
, from U)F . a hundred. gAMcpF,

Sail, a carpenter, an artificer in wood. &c.

AT or A0, Copt., Sail, and Bash, which is a nega-

tive prefix to nouns.

A A, Copt, much, greatly, as AaxaA, very shady.

Some nouns are formed from verbs by adding a

Letter at the end, as cgoyopT, a curse, from egoyop,

to curse. pApT
,

a fuller; from pAb, to wash; XApoq,

silence; from XApo>, to silence.

Part IV.

Of the Dialects.

1. We know very little of the ancient Language of

Egypt, and nearly all the remains of it we now possess,

have been transmitted to us through the medium of the

Coptic, Sahidic and Bashmuric Dialects. The Coptic

Dialect was spoken in Lower Egypt, of which Memphis

was the capital, hence it has been called with great

propriety the Memphitic Dialect. The Sahidic derived

its name from the Arabic word or the

Upper or Superior; and was the Dialect of Upper Egypt,
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of which Thebes was the capital; it lias therefore been

called the Thebaic. It is impossible to say which of

these two dialects was the more ancient. Georgius, Val-

perga, Munter, and others have decided in favour of the

Coptic; and Macrizy, Renaudotius, Lacroze, and Jablonsky,

with much more appearance of reason, have contended

for the Sahidic. Still, however, the question must be very

much left to conjecture, as we have not at present suf-

ficient evidence to enable us to decide. Besides these

two dialects, which have long been known, there is a

third, which was spoken in Baschmour, a Province

of the Delta.

The existence of three Dialects in Egypt has been

so satisfactorily proved by Quatremere, Engelbreth and

other writers, and so fully confirmed by the Bashmouric

Fragments which have been discovered and published,

that no more need be added to establish the fact.

If however any doubt should remain on the mind of any

one, the following quotation from a Manuscript work

of Athanasius, a Prelate of the Coptic Church, who was

Bishop of Kous, will entirely remove it.* “The Coptic

Language,” says he, “is divided into three dialects, the

Coptic dialect of Misr, the Bahiric, and the Bashmuric:

these different dialects are derived from the same lan-

guage.”

The introduction of Greek words into the Egyptian

language commenced, no doubt, from the time of the

* Coptic MS. Royal Library Paris, quoted by Quatreinero.

14 *
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Macedonian conquest, which the introduction of Chris-

tianity tended to confirm and extend. The Christian

Religion contained so many new ideas, that new words

would be found necessary to express them. These words

the Greek Language would readily supply, having been

previously used by the Apostles of Christ, for a similar

object: and it is probable that the Egyptians adopted

the terms required, from the Greek writings of the

Apostles. But we find in the Coptic and Sahidic Ver-

sions of the Scriptures, that the Translators often used

Greek words in the Translation when they possessed

Egyptian words, which fully expressed the same idea,

which proves that the Greek and Egyptian Language

were both extensively used at that period.

The Coptic Dialect.

2. The Coptic,*) or as it has been called the Bald-

ric, but more properly the Memphitic, was the Dialect

of Lower Egypt, the “YIUD Mizur of the Scriptures.

This Dialect is more free from Greek than the Sahidic.

Manuscripts exist in Coptic of nearly the whole of

the Sacred Scriptures, of which the Pentateuch, the

Book of Job, the Psalms, the Major and Minor Prophets,

and the New Testament, with translations, have been pub-

lished. Liturgies also of the Coptic Church exist in

MSS. and the works of some of the early Fathers, the

*) The word Coptic was evidently derived from the wordFytlTC
as pronounced by the Egyptians.
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Acts of the Council of Nice, and also the lives of a

considerable number 'of Saints and Martyrs.

The Sahidic Dialect.

3. The Sahidic, or more correctly the Thebaic Dia-

lect, was spoken in Upper Egypt. As has been hinted

before, it has adopted a greater number of Greek words

than the Coptic. • The vowels in this dialect are more

frequently expressed by lines above the consonants than

in the Coptic or Bashmouric; as mnhca, after, Sahidic.

mfnfnca, Copt. FutFito, Sail, before
,
mttfmto, Copt.

Fragments of nearly every part of the Old and New

Testament exist in Sahidic, but only fragments of the

New Testament have as yet been published, and frag-

ments of some of the Lives of Saints and Martyrs.

The Bashmouric Dialect.

4. The Bashmouric Dialect was spoken in Bash-

mour, a Province of the Delta, and agrees in some

respects with the Coptic, and in others more nearly re-

sembles the Sahidic.

The inhabitants of the Delta were described by

ancient writers* as wild beasts, leading a wandering life,

and living by robbery and plunder, whom the Persians,

Greeks and Romans could hardly subdue. This will

account in a great measure for the Bashmouric being

more rude than the Sahidic.

A few Fragments only of this Dialect exist, and

have been published.

* Tlnicydid. 1. I. c. 110. and Diod. Sicul. 1. II. c. 77.
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Praxis.

Of the first Chapter of St. John’s Gospel.

1. t>FN TApXH NF TJCAXt TTF OyOg TT1CA2CI NAC|XH

t>ATFN (ji^- oyog nf oyNoyi- nF mcAxt.

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

with God, and God was the Word.

i>FN. prepos. TApXH, noun f. with t the defin. art.

f. prefixed nf

—

nF, verb, irreg. imper. 3 pers. sing.

ncAXt, noun in. with n the defin. art. m. prefixed, oyog

conjunct, nAqXH verb indie, imper. 3. pers. sing, from

xh. t>ATFN, prepos. noun sing. m. oyNoyf, noun

masc. sing, with oy indef. art. prefixed.

2. (j)Al FNAqXH ICXFN gH t>ATFN (j)^

This was from the beginning with God.

(j)Ai, pron. demonstr. sing. m. FNAqXH, verb, imperf.

(see above) with f pron. rel. icxfn, prepos. gH, noun

sing.

3. gCJOBNlBFN Aycpooni FBoAglTOTq oyog ATfiNOq

mitf gAt u^oim t>FN ())hft Aqcyomi.

All things were made bg him, and without him was

not anything made, among that which was made.

goiBNiBFN, compound adject, from go>B and nibfn..

Ayu)u)ni, verb, perfect 3. pers. plur. from tyooni. fboA-

giTOTq, prepos. with q the pron. suff. 3. pers. sing.

ATfiNoq, prepos. with q pron. suff. Anp, neg. pref.

3. pers. in. to verb, epenm
,

gAi, adject, neut. (|>hft,

pron. demonst. and relat. sing. Aqcyoorn
,

verb. perf.

3. pers. sing, see above.
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4. nf ntoNb np ftp iibHTq oyog no>Nb np (J)oy-

(JDINI NNtpttJMl nF.

In Him was life,
and the life was the light of men.

naoNb, noun sing, with n, the defin. artic. m. pref,

ftp, pron. relat. sing. NbwTq, prep, with q suff. mf...

ttf, verb, irreg. imperf. 3. pers. sing. (poyonNi, noun

sing, with c|) def. art. m. pref. NNipumi, noun pi. with

n sign of gen. and m def. art. plur. m. prefixed.

5. oyo£ moycmm AqppoycoiNi bFN niXAKi oyog

nnp mxAKt cpTAgoq.

And the light shined in the darkness, and the dark-

ness did not comprehend it.

Aqppoyeoim, verb. perf. 3. pers. sing, from oyemm

with pp prefixed. ttiXAki, noun sing, with m def. art.

m. sing. pref. cpTAgoq, verb perf. 3. pers. sing, with

mttf, (see above) and cy intensive prefixed, and q suff.

from TA£0.

6. Aqcpoom nxp oypcoMt FAyoyopnq pboA^itpn

(])+ pnpqpAN np kdannhc.

There was a man who was sent bg God’ whose name

was John.

nxp, a sign of the nominative. oypcoHi, noun sing,

m. with oy indef. art. sing, prefixed, p, pron. relat. sing.

Ayoyopnq, verb. perf. 3. pers. plur. for the pass. sing,

(see pass, v.) and q 3. pers. sing. suff. FBoAgiTFN, prep.

pnpqpAN, F rel. pron. npq, bis m. pAN, noun sing. m.

np, verb irreg. imperf.

7. <J)A l Aq't PyMPTMFepP glNA NTFqFpMFepF bA

mOyOOlNl £tNA NTF OyONNIBFN NA£+ FBOAglTOTq.
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This (man) came for a witness , that he might witness

to the light
,
that every one might believe through him.

Aq\, verb perf. 3. pers. sing, from i FyMFTMFGpp,

noun sing, with py for poy, p prepos. oy, indef. art.

contract, into py. giN a, conjunct. NTpqppMFGpF. verb,

subjunct. 3. pers. sing, from MFGpF with pp prefixed,

ba, prepos. oyoNNtBEN, adj. ntf NAg'f', verb subjunct.

3. pers. sing.

8. NF NGOq AN TTF TTlOyOHNl aAAA glNA NTFqFp-

HFGpF t>A TTlOyOOlNl.

He was not the light, but th'at he might witness to

the light.

NGoq, pron. 3. pers. m. an, adv. aAAa, conj.

9. NAqo)on nxf moyootNi ntac^mhi cJjhft ppoy-

(JOINI FpCOHl NIBFN FGNHOy FTTIKOCMOC.

He was the true light, which enlightencth every man

who cometh into the world.

NAqcpoiT, verb imperf. 3. pers. sing, from cporr.

ntA(j)MHi, adject, sing, with n, prefixed forming the

adjective. Fpont, noun sing, with F prep, nibfn, adj.

FGNHoy. verb. pres. 3. pers. sing, with fg pron. relat.

from NHoy. fttikocmoc, noun sing, with f prep, and

m, defin. art. prefixed.

10. NAqXH bpN niKOCMOC nF oyog TTIKOCMOC

Aq(yu>m FBoAgiTOTq oyo£ Anp tukocmoc coyeoNq.

He was in the world, and the world was made by Him
,

and the world knew Him not.

Hnp... coycoNq, verb, with neg. and q suffix.
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11. Aq'i gA NFTFNoyq oyog NFTFNoyq MTioy-

cponq ppcooy.

He came to his own, and his own received him not

to them.

gA, prep. NFTFNoyq, adj. plur. with q suff. Hnoy-

cponq, verb. neg. with q suff. 3. pers. plur. Fpoioy, Dat.

pron. plur.

12. nh af ft Ayujonq Fpoioy Aqi* Fpcyta)i Noioy

EEp (l)Hpi NNOyi' NHF0 NAg’j' FTIFqpAN.

But those who received him to them, he gave them

power to become sons of God, (to) those who believe in

his name.

nh, pron. (lemon, plur af, conj. ft, pron. rel. pi.

Ayu)onq, verb. perf. 3. pers. pi. Aq^, verb. perf. 3. pers.

sing, from r

f\ Fpcpupt, noun sing. masc. Noioy, pron.

dat. FFp, verb, intin. with F pref. the sign of the infill.

cpHpt, noun plur.

13. NHFTF FBoAt>EN CNOq AN NF OyAF FBoAt>FN

4»Oya)(p NCApZ AN NF OyAF FB0Ab>FN (jlOyOHp NpaiHl

AN NF aAAa FT AyMACOy FBO.At>FN (jlf.

Those who were not of blood
,

neither of the will of

flesh, nor of the will of man, but who were born of God.

CNOq. noun sing. m. an, adv. negat. oyAF, conj.

NCApz ,
noun sing. m. with n sign of gen. AyMACoy,

verb perf. 3. pers. plur. with oy, plur. suff. from mac.

14. oyog mcAxt Aqpp oycApz oyog Aqcpoim

Nbpm n^hten oyog ANNAy FnFqcooy M(|)pH r
h Mrrdioy

Noyo^Hpi MMAyATq iiTOTq MnFqtuiT pqMFg n^mot

NFM MF0MHI.
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And the word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,

and we saw his glory, as the glory of the only son of his

Father, full of grace and truth.

AC|Fp, verb perf. 3. pers. sing, from pp. N^pm
NtniTFN, 2 prepos. the last fn suff. annay, verb perf.

1. pers. plur. from nay- FTTFqobOY? noun sing. m. with

f sign of acc. and TTFq, pref. M^pH-f-, adv. NOYtywpi,

noun m. sing, with n sign of gen. and oy indef. art.

prefixed. MMAYATq, adj. sing. NTOTq. pron. partic. gen.

from tot, see pronouns. MTTFqKOT, noun sing, with m
sign of gen. and npq prefixed. FqMFg, verb present or

part. 3. pers. sing, n^mot, noun sing. m. with n sign

of gen. nfm, conj. hfghhi, noitn sing. f.

15. KJOANNHC FqFpMFGpF FQBHTq FqflOU)

EBOA FqXOOMMOC, XE (j)Al nE <j)HFT Atxoq XE (j)HFG

NHOY MENENCOOt AqFpU)Opn FpOl XE NE OY^Opn FpOl

pen nE.

John witncsseth concerning him, and crieth out, say-

ing
,
that this is he of whom / spake

,
he who cometh after

me hath been before me, for he was before me.

FGBHTq
,

prepos. with q
suff. Fqcou) eboA, verb

pres. 3. pers. sing, with eboA, prepos. joined. EqxcoMMOC,

particip. from xu), and mmoc particle postfixed. xe,

conjunct, but often expletive. Aixoq, verb perfect. 1. pers.

sing, with q suffixed. menfnco)i, prepos. with 1. pers.

sing, suffixed. AqFpujopn, verb perf. 3. pers. sing, from

Fp and tpopn, Fpoi, particle used for pronoun. 1. pers.

sing, po, he, the same.
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16. XF ANON THpFN AN(fl FBoAbEN I7FqMO£ NFH

OygHOT NTO)FBld) NOygMOT.

Because we all have received out of his fulness, and

grace for grace.

anon, pron. plur. 1. pers. THpFN, adject, with fn,

1. pers. plur. suflixed. an(T

i

,
verb perf. 1. pers. plur.

from (fi. riEqMOg, noun sing. m. with nFq prefixed.

oygMoT, noun sing, with oy indefin. artic. prefixed.

NTcpFBid), prepos.: from u)FBid>, with t the art. f. and

n prefixed.

17. XE TTINOMOC AyTHiq EBoAglTFN MU>yCHC

TTlgMOT AE NFM 'j'MEOMHl Ayo^tom FBoAglTFN THC TTXU.

For the law teas given by Moses, but the grace and

the truth were by Jesus Christ.

ttinomoc, noun sing, with m defin. art. m. AyTHiq,

verb perf. 3. pers. plur. with q suff. ^mfomhi, noun

sing, with defin. art. f.

18. <])t MITE gAl NAy Fpoq FNF(3 TJIMONOTENHC

NNOy^- (j)HET XH t>EN KFNq MriEqKJOT N0Oq TTET

AqCAXl.

Not any one hath ever seen God; the only begotten

of God, he who is in the bosom of his Father, he hath ' de-

clared him.

mtte .. NAy
,

verb 3. pers. sing, negat. prefixed.

ene£, adv. KENq, noun sing, with q suffixed, fieoq,

pron. 3. pers. sing, tift, pron. relat. AqcAxi, verb perf.

3. pers. sing.

19. oyog 0AI TE rf'METMF0pE NTF KJDANNHC

gOTE et Ayoycnpn gApoq nxe NitoyAAi FBoAbFN
15 *
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IAhM N£ANOyWB NFM gANAFyiTWC £1NA NTOyU)FNq

XF N0OK N1M.

And fhts is the testimony of John, when the Jews, who

sent to him from Jerusalem Priests and Levites that they

might ask him
,
who art thou?

GAi, pron. def. fem. sing, tf, verb, irreg. pres. 3. pers.

sing. fem. ntf, sign of gen. goTF, adv. gApoq, prep,

joined with poq, a particle representing the pronoun.

NiioyAAi, noun with m defin. art. plur. prefixed. N£AN-

oyHB, noun plur. with n gen. and £AN, indef. art. pi.

prefixed. NToytpFNq. verb subjunct. 3. pers. plur. with

q suffixed. n©ok, pron. 2. pers. sing, him, pron. sing.

20. oyo£ AqoycoNg MTTFqxcnA fboA oyog AqoyooN#

XF ANOK AN nF TTXC.

And he confessed and denied not; and confessed that

I am not the Christ.

AqoycoNg, verb perf. 3. pers. sing. MTTFqxcoA fboA,

verb, negat. perf. 3. pers. sing, from xo)A fboA. anok,

pron. 1. pers. sing.

From the Hymns for the Principal Feasts.

T7AAlN ON AqMOU}l
Ayain he walked

o)A cyHoyN cnay*)
To Shmoun the second

;

AqXO)p FBOA NNIXAXt .

He dispersed the enemies

t>FN ntMA FTFHMAy.
In that place.

*) The name of a city of ancient Egypt.

mxo)K.
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Prefixes, Suffixes, &c.

A, Prefix Imperative, p. 54.

A, Prcf. 1st Perf. 3. p. sing. m. and f. 47. 3. p. plur. 48.

A, about, p. 44.

A9, Prefix negat. p. 106.

At, Pref. 1st Perf. 1st p. sing. p. 47.

AINA, Pief. 2. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 51.

AtNE, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 51.

AK, Pref. 1. Perf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 47.

AKNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 51.

AN, Pref. 1. Perf. 1. p. plur. p. 48.

AN, Pref. negat. p. 79.

ANNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 51.

ANNE, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 51.

AOyT, Partic. p. 65.

ApE, Pref. 1. Perf. 2. p. sing. f. p. 47.

ApENA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. m. and f. sing. p. 51.

ApETEN, Pref. 1. Perf. 2. p. plur. p. 48.

ApETENNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

Apt, Pref. Imperat. p. 54.

AC, Pref. 1. Perf. 3. p. sing. f. p. 47.

ACNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 51.

AT, Pref. negat. p. 106.

ATETEN, Pref. p. 66.
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ATETR, Pref. 1. Pcrf. 2. p. plur. p. 48.

Ay* Pref. 1* Perf. 3. p. plur. 48.

AY, Sufi. 3. pers. plur. p. 37.

AYNA, Pref. 2. Put. 3. p. plur. p. 51.

AC]. Pref. 1. Perf. 3. p. sing-, m. p. 47.

ACJNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 3. p. sing. m. p. 51.

AXI7, Ordinal for hours, p. 43.

P, SufT. to verbs. 2. p. sing. m. for K p- 97.

£ ,
Pref. Infinil. p. 54.

F, SufT. 2. p. f. p. 36, 45, 97.

F, Sign of the Dative, Accus. and Ablal. p. 21, 22, 23.

F, Sign of the Participle, p. 65. 96.

F, Forms Adjectives, p. 24.

F0, Forms Adjectives, p. 24.

F0, Forms Participles, p. 65.

F0pF, Auxiliary verb. p. 90, 91.

El, Pref. 2. Pres. 1. p. sing. p. 46.

FIF, Pref. 3. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 51.

FINA, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 51.

FK, Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. masc. Sing. p. 46.

FKF, Pref. 3. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 51.

FKNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 51.

fA, The Auxiliary verb. Bash. p. 91.

fAf, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 47. Bash.

FN, Pref. 2. Pres. 1. p. plur. p. 47.

FN, SufT. 1. p. plur. p. 36.

FN, if, with the Prefixes to verbs, p. 66.

FNF, if, with the Prefixes to verbs, p. 66.

FNFj Pref. 3. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 51.

ENNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 51.

FOYj SufT. 3. pers. plur. p. 37.

*V>
Auxiliary verb. p. 91.

FpE, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 47.
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FpF, Pref. 3. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing.jind plur. p. 51.

FpFNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. p. 51.

FpFTFNF, Pref. 3. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

FpFTFNNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

FC, Pref. 2. Pres. 3. p. sing. f. p. 47.

FCF, Pref. 3.-Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 51.

FCNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 51.

PT, Forms Adjectives, p. 24.

FT, Forms Participles, p. 65.

ETA, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing, and plur. m. and f. p. 4S.

PTAl, Pref. 2. Perf. 1. p. sing. p. 48, 65.

PTAK, Pref. 2. Perf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 48, 65.

FTAN, Pref. 2. Perf. 1. p. plur. p. 48, 66.

FTApF, Pref. 2. Perf. 2. p. sing. f. p. 48, 65.

FTApFTFN, Pref. 2. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 48, 66.

FTAC, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing. f. p. 48, 65.

ETATFTFN, Pref. p. 66.

FTAy, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. plur. p. 48, 66.

FTAtp Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing. m. p. 48, 65.

FTF, when, Prefixed to verbs, p. 65.

FTFTFN, Pref. 2. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 47.

FTFTN, Pref. 2. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 47.

FTFTNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

FTFTNF, Pref. 3. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

FTFTNNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 51.

FTpF, Auxiliary verb. p. 90, 91.

py, Pref. 2. Pres. 3. p. plur. p. 47.

FyF, Pref. 3. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 51.

FyNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 51.

FJ4), Sign of the Potential Mood. p. 78.

F(j, Pref. 2. Pres. 3. p. sing. m. p. 47.

F(JF, Pref. 3. Fut. 3. p. sing. m. p. 51.

FCjNA, Pref. 2. Fut 3. p. sing. m. p. 5 1

.
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F£OTF, Sign of the Comparative, p. 25.

HOYT, Participles, p. 65.

Hy, Participles, p. 65.

HyT, Participles p. 65.

0, Defin. Artie, p. 10.

0A> Posses. Article, p. 13.

0pF, Auxiliary Verb. p. S9.

1, SufT. 1. pers. sing, and 2. pers. sing. f. p. 36, 45, 97.

K, Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. sing. m. p. 45, 46.

Kj Suff. 2. p. sing. m. p. 36, 45, 97.

KF, Between the Article and noun. p. 103.

KNA, Pref- 1- Ful. 2. p. sing. m. p. 50.

KNF, Pref. 1. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 50.

AA; much. p. 106. Bash.

AFM, a native, p. 105. Bash.

Apq, Forms compound nouns, p. 105. Bash.

Mj Pref. to Gen. Dat. Acc. Abl. p. 21, 22.

H, Pref. Negat. p. S4.

MA, Pref. Imperat. p. 54.

MAAf, Pref. Optative. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 54. Bash.

MAAfK, Pref. Optat. 2. p. sing. m. p. 54. Bash.

MAAfN, Pref. Optat. 1. p. plur. p. 54. Bash.

MAAFC, Pref. Optat. 3. p. sing. f. p. 54. Bash.

MAAFTFN, Pref. Optat. 2. p. plur. p. 54. Bash.

MAAFC], Pref. Optat. 3. p. sing. m. p. 54 Bash.

MAAi, Pref. Optat. 1. p. sing. p. 54. Bash.

MAAoy, Pref. Optat. 3. p. plur. p. 54. Bash.

MApF, Pref. Optative 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 54.

HApFK, Pref. Optat. 2. p. sing. m. p. 54.

HApFN, Pref. Optat. 1. p. plur. p. 54.

MApFCj Pref. Optat. 3. p. sing. f. p. 54.

MApETFN, Pref. Optat. 2. p. plur. p. 54.

MApFTN, Pref. Optat. 2. p. plur. p. 54.
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MApECj, Pref. Oplal. 3. p. sing. m. p. 54.

MApt, Pref. Optat. 1. p.. sing. p. 54.

MApN, Pref. Oplat. 2. p. plur. p. 54.

MApOy, Pref. Optat. 3. p. plur. p. 54.

MAg, Forms the Ordinal numbers. Copt. p. 43.

ME£, Pref- t0 nouns
i
Copt. p. 105.

MET, Pref. to nouns, Copt. p. 105.

MNT, Pref. to nouns, Sail. p. 105.

mes, Forms the Ordinal numbers Sah. p. 43.

MMAy, Pref. Negat. p. 96.

MTTATE, Pref. Negat. p. 79, 86.

MITE, Pref. Negat. p. 79. 85.

MTTeA, Pref. Negat. p. 89. Bash.

MTTEp, Pref. Negat. p. 89.

MTTp, Pref. Negat. p. 89.

ft, Pref. Negat. p. 79.

ft, Pref. to Gen., Dal., Acc., Abl. p. 21, 22.

FT, Pref. 2. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 47.

ft, Pref. Infinit. p. 54.

N, SufF. 1. p. plur. p. 36, 46, 97.

N, Definite Artie, plur. p. 1 1.

NA, Possess. Article, plur. p. 13.

HA, About, p. 44.

NAt TTE, Pref. Imperf. 1. p. sing. p. 47.

NAINA, Pref. Imperf. Fut. l.p. sing. p. 52.

NAINE, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 52. Bash.

NAK TIE, Pref. Imperf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 47.

NAKNA, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 52.

NAKNE, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 52. Bash.

NAN TTE, Pref. Imper. 1. p. plur. p. 47.

NANNA, Pref. Imper. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 53.
'

NANNE, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 53. Bash.

NApE TTE, Pref. Imperf. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 4
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NApENA, Pref. Imper. Ful. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and pi. p. 52, 53.

NApENE, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2. p. sing, f. and 3.p. sing, and pi. p.52,53.

NApETEN TTE, Pref. Imperf. 2. p. plur. p. 47.

NApETENNA, Pref. Imperf Ful. 2. p. plur. p. 53.

NApETENNE, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 53.

MAC TIE. Pref. Imperf. 3. p. sing. f. p. 47.

NACNA, Pref. Imperf. Ful. 3. p. sing. p. 52.

NAY TTE. Pref- Imperf. 3. p. plur. p. 47.

NAyNAj Pref. Imperf. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 53.

NAC] TTE, Pref. Imperf. 3. p. sing. m. p. 47.

NACJNA, Pref Imperf. Fut. 3. p. sing. m. p. 52.

NP, Pref. Subjunct. 2. p. sing. m. p. 53.

NE, Defin. Article plur. p. 11.

NE, Verb. p. 92.

NE TTE,
|

jrreg ver jj p (j2.

NE TE, J

NE A TTE, Pref. Pluperf. 3. p. sing. m. and f. p. 4S.

NE Al TTE, Pref. Pluperf. 1. p. sing. p. 48.

NE AK TIE, Pref. Piuperf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 48.

NE AN TTE, Pref. Pluperf. 1. p. plur. p. 49.

NE ApE TIE, Pref. Pluperf. 2. p. sing. f. and 3.p. sing. m. and f. p. 48.

NE ApETEN TIE, Pref. Pluperf. 2. p. plur. p. 49.

NE AC TIE, Pref. Pluperf. 3. p. sing. f. p. 48.

NE ATETFT TTE, Pref. Pluperf. 2. p. plur. p. 49.

NE AY TTE, Pref. Pluperf. 3. p. plur. p. 49.

NE A(| TIE, Pref. Pluperf. 3. p. sing. m. p. 4S.

NE U)Al TIE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 1. p. sing. p. 49.

NE U)AK TTE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 2. p. sing. in. p. 49.

NE U)A^E TIE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and pi. p. 49.

NE (1)AN TTE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 1. p. plur. p. 49.

NE tyApE TTE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 2.p. sing. f. and 3.p. sing, andpl. p.49, 50.

NE Q)ApETEN TTE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 50.

NE U)AC TIE, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 3. p. sing. f. p. 49, 50.
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NF UjATFTFN TTF, Pref. Impcrf. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 50.

NF UjATFTN TTF. Pref. Imperf. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 50.

NF OjAY TTF, Pref. Imperf. Indef. 3. p. plur. p. 50.

NFl TTF, Pref. Imperf. 1. p. sing:, p. 47.

NFINA TTF, Pref. Imperf. Fill. 1. p. sing. p. 52.

NFK TTF. Pref. Imperf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 47.

NFKNA, Pref. Imperf. Ful. 2. p. sing. nr. p. 52.

MEN, Defin. Arlic. plur. p. 10.

NFN TTF, Pref. Imperf. 1. p. plur. p. 47.

NFNNA TTF, Pref. Imperf. Ful. 1. p. plur. p. 53.

NFC TTF, Pref. Imperf. 3. p. sing. p. 47.

NFCNA, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 3. p. sing. p. G2.

NFTETN TTF, Pref. Imperf. 2. p. plur. p. 47.

NETFTNA TTF, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 53.

NFY TTF, Pref. Imperf. 3. p. plur. p. 47.

NFYNA TTF, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 53.

NFpE TTF, Pref. Imperf. 2. p. sing. f. 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 47.

NFpFNA, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 2.p. sing. f. and 3.p. sing, and pi. p. 52,53.

NFC, Pref. Subjuncl. 3. p. sing. f. p. 53.

NF(|. Pref. Subjuncl. 3. p. sing. m. p. 53.

NFCj TTF, Pref. Imperf. 3. p. sing. p. 47.

NFCjNA TTF, Pref. Imperf. Fut. 3. p. sing. p. 52.

Ml, Defin. Arlic. plur. p. 10, 11.

NTT, Defin. Artie, plur. p. 1 1.

NNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 51.

NC, Pref. Subjuncl. 3. p. sing. f. p. 53.

NFF, Pref. Subjunct. 3. p. plur. p. 53.

FtTA, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing. m. and f. and 3. p. plur. p. 48.

TTTA. Pref. Subjunct. 1. p. sing. p. 53.

MTA1, Pref. 2. Perf. 1. p. sing. p. 48.

FfTAK, Pref. 2. Perf. 2. p. sing. m. p. 48.

NTAN, Pref. 2. Perf. 1. p. plur. p. 4S.

NTAp, Pref. 2. Perf. 2. p. sing. f. p. 48.

16 *
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NTAC, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing. f. p. 48.

FTTATETN ,
Pref. 2. Perf. 2. p. plur. p. 48.

NTAy, Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. plur. p. 48.

NTAC], Pref. 2. Perf. 3. p. sing. m. p. 48.

NTE, Sign of the genitive, plur. p. 21.

FITE, Pref. Subjunctive, 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 53.

FTTEK, Pref. Subjuncl. 2. p. sing. m. p. 53.

NTEAE1, Pref. Bash. 1. p. sing. p. 65.

NTEAeC], Pref. Bash. 3. p. sing. p. 65.

NTEN, Pref. Subjunct. 1. p. plur. p. 53.

blTEpF, when, with prefixes to verbs, p. 65.

NTEC, Pref. Subjunct. 3. p. sing. f. p. 53.

NTETEN, Pref. Subjunct. 2. p. plur. p. 53.

FITETN, Pref. Subjunct. 2. p. plur. p. 53.

ITTH, Pref. Subjunct. 1. p. plur. p. 53.

NTEC], Pref. Subjunct. 3. p. sing. p. 53.

NTOy, Pref. Subjuncl. 3. p. plur. p. 53.

N(J, Pref. Subjunct. 3. p. sing. m. p. 53.

NgOyO, Comparative, p. 25.

N2CE, Sign of the Nominative. Copt. p. 21. Prefix, to verbs, p. 105.

R(ft, Sign of the Nominative. Sahid. p. 21. Pref. to verbs, p. 105.

OOyT, Participle, p. 65.

Oy, Indefin. Article sing. p. 12.

Oy, Suff. 3. p. plur. p. 37, 47, 97.

OyAN, Used for the verb, to be, to have. p. 95.

OyEN, apart, p. 44.

OyH, apart, p. 44.

OyNA, Pref. 2. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 51.

OyNE, a part, p. 44

OyON, Used for the verb to be, to have, p. 95.

OyO)N, a part
,
p. 44.

IT, Defin. Article, m. sing. p. 10, 11.

TTA, Possess. Article, m. p. 13.
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TTAXIN, Particip. pers. sing-, p. 54.

T7F, Dcfinit. Arlicle. m. sing. p. 11. vocat. p. 21.

I7F, Verb to be, p. 9 1

.

TTFKXIN, Particip. 2. p. sing. p. 54.

TTFq, Signifies clays, p. 44.

TTFCjXtN, Particip. 3. p. sing. m. p. 54.

TTt, Pefin. Art. sing. ni. p. 10, 11. vocat. p. 21.

PF, apart
,

p. 43.

pFM, a native, p. 105.

pH, a native
,
Sah. p. 105.

C, Pref. 1. Pres. 3. p. sing. f. p. 46.

C, SufF. 3. p. sing. f. p. 37, 46, 97.

CA, An artificer, p. 105.

CF, Pref. 1. Pres. 3. p. plur. p. 46.

CFNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 50.

CFNF, Pref. 1. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 50.

CM A, Pref. 1. Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 50.

CNF, Pref. 1. Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 50.

COy, Prefixed to days forms the Ordinal number, p. 43.

T, Defin. Artie, sing. f. p. 10, 11.

T, SufF 1. p. sing. p. 36, 97.

TA, Pref. 4. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 52,

TA, Possess. Article, f. sing. p. 13.

TAAfTFM. Pref. 4. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 52.

TApFK, PreF 4. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 52.

TApFC, Pref. 4. Fut. 3. p. sing. f. p. 52.

TApETFT, Pref. 4. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 52.

TApFC], Pref. 4. Fut. 3. p. sing. m. p. 52.

TApN, Pref. 4. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 52.

TApi, Pref. 4. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 52.

TApoy, Pref. 4. Fut. 3. p. plur. p. 52.

TF, Definit. Article, sing. f. p. 11.

TF, Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. sing. f. p. 46.
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TE, SufT. 2. p. sing. f. p. 97.

TEN, Pref. 1. Pres. 1. p. plur. p. 46.

TEN, SufT. 1. p. plur. p. 97.

TEN A, Pref. 1. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. p. 50 and 1. p. plur. p. 56.

TENNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 50.

TFNNE, Pref. 1. Fut. 1. p. plur. p. 56.

TEpA, Pref. 4. Fut. 2. p. sing. f. p. 52.

TETEN, Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 46.

TETENNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 50.

TETNj Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. plur. p. 46.

TETNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 2 p. plur. p. 50.

TETNNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 2. p. plur. p. 50.

TH, Pref. negative, p. 87, 88.

TN, Pref. 1. Pres. 1. p. plur. p. 46.

TN, SufT. 3. p. plur. p. 36. 2. p. plur. and 1. p. plur. p. 97.

TpE, a part, p. 44.

TpE, The Auxiliary Verb, to be, to do, p. 89.

Yj SufT. 3. p. plur. p. 46.

(j), Defin. Article, sing. m. p. 10.

(j)A, Possess. Article, m. sing. p. 13.

X, Pref. 1. Pres. 2. p. sing. m. p. 46.

XNA, Pref. 1. Fut. 2. p. sing. m. p. 50.

(Jt), Sign of the vocat. p. 21.

(JDOyT, Participle, p. 65.

U), Sign ofihe Potential Mood. p. 78.

0}At, Pref. Pres. Indef. 1. p. sing. p. 49.

0)AK, Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. sing. m. p. 49.

U)AAEj Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. sing, and 3. p. sing, and pi. p. 49. Bash.

U)AN, If, with the prefixes, p. 67, 88.

O^ANTEj Until, with the prefixes, p. 66.

U)ApE, Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. sing. f. and 3. p. sing, and plur. p. 49.

U)ApETEN, Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 19.

U)AC, Pref. Pres. Indef. 3. p. sing. f. p. 49.
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U)ATF, Until, with the prefixes, p. 6G.

UjATFTFN, Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 49.

UjilTFTN, Pref. Pres. Indef. 2. p. plur. p. 49.

0)A,Yj Pref. Pres. Indef. 3. p. plur. p. 49.

Pref. Pres. Indef. 3. p. sing-, m. p. 49.

u)OY, Pref. implying- worthiness, p. 79. 105.

U)TFM, Pref. negative, p. 87, 88.

q, SufT. 3. p. sing. m. p. 37, 46, 97.

q, Pref. 1. Pres. 3. p. sing. m. p. 46.

qNA, Pref. 1. Ful. 3. p. sing. m. p. 50.

qNF, Pref. 1. Fut. 3. p. sing. m. p. 50. Bash.

gA, a person, master, <£c. p. 1 06.

SAN, Indef. Article, plur. p. 12.

Indef. Article, plur. p. 12.

Indef. Art. plur. p. 12.

XA, Verb. p. 92.

2£F, Conjunction p. 99 and verb. p. 92.

XIN, Participle, taking the article and infixes, p. 65.

2£00, Verb. p. 92.

XTT, Forms the Ordinal numbers for hours, p. 45.

2£0), Verb. p. 92.

(ftN, Participle taking the Articles and infixes p. 65.

r
j", Definit. Article, sing. f. p. 10, 11.

Pref. 1. Pres. 1. p. sing. p. 46.

Suff. 2. p. sing. f. p. 97.

'i'NA, Suff. 1. Ful. 1. p. sing. p. 50.

’f'NF, Suff. Pref. 1. Fut. 1. p. sing. p. 50.
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Williams and N~orgate's Publications.

WILLIAMS (Prof. Monier) LECTURES ON INDIAN
VV EPIC POETRY. 1 vol. 8vo. (In the Press.)

WILLIAMS (Prof. Monier) THE STUDY OF SANSKRIT
'
' in Relation to Missionary Work in India. An inaugural lecture delivered

before the University of Oxford, April 19, 1861, by Monier Williams, M.A.,

Bodcn Professor of Sanskrit, with Notes and Additions. 8vo. 1861 2s

pURETON. HISTORY OF THE MARTYRS IN PALES-
U1 TIME, by Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, discovered in a very ancient

Striac Manuscript. Edited (in Syriac) and translated into English by William

Cureton, D.D., Canon of Westminster, Member of the Imperial Institute of

France. Royal 8vo. Cloth 10s 6d

QCHNORR’S BIBLE PICTURES. Scripture History Illus*

trated in a Series of 180 Engravings on Wood, from Original Designs by

Julius Sclinorr. (With English Texts.) 3 vols. each 60 plates. Cloth bds.

gilt, 15s each. Or Complete in one vol. half morocco, gilt 40s

QENGELII (Dr. Joh. Alb.) GNOMON NOVI TESTA-
-*-* MENTI in quo ex nativa verborum vi simplicitas, profunditas, concinnitas,

salubritas sensuum coelestium indicatur. Edit. III. per filium superstitem E.

Bengel quondam curata quinto recusa adjuvante J. Steudel. Royal 8vo.

Cloth bds. 1862 12s

In ordering this book, the edition published by Williams and Nor-
gate and Nutt should be particularly specified, as a reprint of an old Edition

(1773), in every respect inferior, has been recently produced.

WUNDER’S SOPHOCLES, with English. Notes. Sophocles.
'' The Greek Text, with Annotations, Introduction, etc. by Edward
Wunder. A new Edition, with the notes literally translated into English, and

a collation of Dindorff’s text. 2 vols. 8vo. Cloth boards 21a

*,* The Plays may be also had separately, price Three Shillings each.

T)AULI’S KING ALFRED. Koenig Aelfred und seine Stelle

in der Gcschichte Englands, von Dr Reinhold Pauli. 8vo. Sewed 6a

1 FFLAND, DAS GEWISSEN, a Drama, the German Text,
-*• edited for the use of Schools, with copious grammatical and explanatory

notes, and a completo Vocabulary by J. W. Eraedersdorff, Professor of

Modem Languages in Queen’s College, Belfast. 12mo. Cloth. 1861 2s 6d

URAEDERSDORFF, INTRODUCTION TO DANISH OR
NORWEGIAN ; a Collection of useful Phrases and Sentences, arranged

in grammatical order, with reference to Rask’s Danish Grammar, and Extracts
from Danish and Norwegian historians, &c. with explanatory notes and a Vo-
cabulary at the foot of the page. 12mo. Cloth. 1860 4s

-D OCHE (A.) GRAMMAIRE FRANCAISE, Adopts par le

Conseil Imperial de l’instruction publique pour les Cycles ct les Colleges

de France. Nouvelle Edition. A l’usage des Anglais. Par A. Roche,
Examinateur a l’Univcrsite de Londres, Directeur de" l’Educational Institute.

12mo. Cloth bds. 2 s

"DIAGGI, PROSATORI 1TALIANI. Specimens of Italian
Prose Writers, from tho 13th Century to the present time, with a Critical

and Biographical Notice of each Author
;

preceded by a Selection of Easy
Extracts, with Notes for Beginners. Crown 8vo. Cloth 6r
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MARIOTTFS ITALIAN GRAMMAR. Fourth Edition. A
.
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?
al Grammar of the Italian Language. New Edition, revised,

enlarged and improved. By A Gallexga, Italian Professor at University
College, London, Author of “ Italy Past and Present,” &c 12mo Cloth 3*

TXARW OOD (W.) PLAN OF ROME. A topographical Plan
of Modern Rome, with the new additions, shewing also the Ruins and

ancient Monuments. By W. Harwood, with a complete alphabetical Index.
I olio. 1862 6s—Mounted in case, 7s 6d,



Williams and Norgate's Publications.

CJPENCER ('HERBERT) SYSTEM OR PHILOSOPHY.
° Vol. I. FIRST PRINCIPLES. 8vo. Cloth 16*

1. EDUCATION: INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND PHYSICAL. 8vo.

Cloth 6*

2. ESSAYS: SCIENTIFIC, POLITICAL, AND SPECULATIVE. 8vo.

Cloth 12*

3. PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. 8vo. Cloth 16*

4. SOCIAL STATICS ; or, the Conditions essential to Human Happiness
specified, and the first of them developed. 8vo. Cloth 12#

T)AVY (JOHN, M.D.) ON THE DISEASES OF THE
ARMY; with contributions to Pathology. By John Davy, M.D.,F.R.S.,

etc. Inspector General ofArmy Hospitals, H.P. 8vo. Cloth. 1862 15*

T)AVY (JOHN, M.D.) PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCHES.
1 vol. 8vo. (In the press.')

DIDD1NGTON’S SAILOR’S HORN-BOOK. A Practical
Exposition of the Theory of the Law of Storms and its Uses to Mariners

in all parts of the World. (4 charts.) Third edition, enlarged and improved.
8vo. Cloth. 1860 10* 6d

DIDDINGTON’S CONVERSATIONS ABOUT HURRI-
* CANES, for the use of Plain Sailors. 8vo. Cloth 7#

T)R. DAVIDSON’S REMOVAL from the PROFESSORSHIP
of Biblical Literature in the Lancashire Independent College, on account

of alleged error in Doctrine; a Statement of Facts, with remarks and criticisms.

By the Rev. Th. Nicholas, Professor of Biblical Literature, &c. Presbyterian
College, Carmarthen. 8vo. pp. 136. 3#

IPRICOUPI’S GREEK REVOLUTION, sn. tpikoyiih 12-
J TOPI A TH2 EAAHNIKH2 EITANA2TA2EQ2. (In Modern Greek.)
Now complete in 4 vols. 8vo. (published at 48#) reduced to 42#

TVENNEDY (JAMES) MODERN POETS AND POETRY
OF SPAIN. Contents: Jovellanos— Iriarte — Melendez Valdes—

L. Moratin— Arriaza— Martinez de la Rosa— The Duke de Rivas— Breton
dc los Herreros—Heredia—Espronceda—Zorrilla. 8vo. Cloth.

Published at 1 6#, reduced to 8#

A NCIENT DANISH BALLADS, translated from the originala
with notes and introduction, by R. C. Alexander Prior, M.D. 3 vols.

8vo. Cloth 31# 6d

ItfACKAY (R. W.) THE TUEBINGEN SCHOOL AND
ITS ANTECEDENTS. A Historical Review of Modern Theology.

(In the press.)

-RARLOW (H. C.) CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CRITICAL
STUDY OF THE DIVINA COMMEDIA OF DANTE. (1 vol. 8vo.)

(In the press.)




